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ABSTRACT 

The published papers and accompanying essay which constitute 

this doctoral thesis examine a number of key UK macroeconomic 

relationships using modern econometric methods. Aggregate 

labour demand and supply schedules are estimated on both 

inter-war and post-war UK data. The use of a consistent 

theoretical structure enables comparisons of parameter estimates 

to be made between the two periods. Labour participation data 

are analysed by sex and age in the context of the retirement 

decision. The determination of multilateral exchange rates 

and UK imports are also investigated. In each area of 

application, the empirical model was identified using dynamic 

econometric methods and with the aid of various specification 

tests. In general, the resulting models offer a superior 

explanation of the relevant economic data than was previously 

available. In certain cases, this has implications for the 

conduct of national economic policy. 
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PART ONE 

THE APPLICATION OF MODERN ECONOMETRIC 

TECHNIQUES TO THE ANALYSIS OF UK 

LABOUR MARKET AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

AN INTEGRATIVE ESSAY 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

The main objectives of this introduction are first, to 

define the areas in which it may be contended that this 

research is original and second, to identify my own 

contribution. After discussing these in more detail, 

the structure of this essay will be mapped out. 

The most persuasive argument for the originality of the 

body of the research submitted is that seven of the nine 

papers have been published in reputable journals or in 

book form. Of these seven, Papers 7 and 8 were invited 

papers, the others being anonymously refereed. Of the 

two, as yet unpublished papers, Paper 6 has been refereed 

for the Journal of Economic History and approved subject 

to changes in the style of the paper. The remaining paper 

entitled "Estimates of a 3-sector model of the UK labour 

market" was being prepared for submission to a journal 

in 1982. Unfortunately, a very similar but entirely 

separate paper, written at the Centre for Labour Economics 

at the London School of Economics.reached publication 

stage first. Paper 2 is included only because it 

complements the earlier labour market paper. 

Turning to the content of the papers, one general point 

is in order. Many of the papers employ a simplistic 

neo-classical demand-supply framework, sometimes referred 

to as a "textbook" framework. This choice is deliberate 

and fundamental to the nature of the aggregate empirical 

research. The most obvious example is with regard to 

the labour market and in particular the model defined 

on pages 255 and 256 of the article in Oxford Economic 

Papers. It is plain that the originality of this paper 

and of several others lies not in its theoretical 

content but in the application of the model to the data. 

Tbis is not to lay that originality may not be identified 

in the ule of supplementary arguments within simple 

models. The use of the female participation ratio and 

a measure of other employment costs are possible examples 

of this in the 1982 article. Nevertheless such enhancements 
8 



to the textbook model would scarcely qualify for 

publication in their own right. In all the papers on 

the labour market, excluding the book chapter on labour 

supply incentives, it is arguable that their originality, 

as well as most of the effort, lies predominantly in 

the empirical work. 

Arguably, the element of original thought is greater in 

the papers concerning the theoretical monetary model 

of exchange rate. In the 1981 Oxford Economic Papers 

article, the integration of various theories of sterling 

behaviour into a coherent framework is highly innovative 

and particularly so in its specification of the effects 

of North Sea oil on the exchange rate. Once again, the 

empirical dimension is necessary to attempt to evaluate 

the strength of the various arguments. 

The longest paper in the submission is the chapter on 

labour supply incentives published as Chapter 6 of 

"Work. welfare and taxation". This paper, although 

containing econometric estimates like the others, 

differs from them in character. Developing the concept 

of the budget line to the individual's years of work 

decision and constructing elaborate computer programs 

to enable the relevant decision paths to be evaluated 

represented a considerable departure from my other 

empirical research. On a conservative estimate, over 

twelve months' effort was dedicated to this piece of 

work alone. 

It is in the nature of model-related research that 

much of the work is jointly prepared. This submission 

contains seven such papers. I have approached all the 

individuals concerned and they have agreed the following 

percentages as my shares of the relevant papers. All 

the empirical work contained in the shared papers was 

my sole responsibility.except in the case of Paper 3, 

for which further explanation is given below. For 

the four papers shared only with Professor Beenstock 
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(papers 1, 5, 6 and 9) the empirical work represents 

approximately 75% of the total effort. Regarding Paper 7, 

Professor Budd has estimated my percentage of the work 

at 60%. For Paper 8, I contributed about 40%. Paper 3 

was the culmination of over three years of ongoing 

research. Whilst the proportion of the paper which 

could be directly attributable to me is probably less 

than 25%, I would claLm a much larger share of the 

underlying effort over the life of the project. 

The remaining part of this essay concerns the methods 

of empirical investigation used (Chapter 2), three ehapters 

on the key areas of the empirical applications and a 

summarising chapter (Chapter 6). The contributions 

relating to the post-war labour market and the inter-war 

labour market are grouped leparately in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Chapter 5 contains the work on exchange rates and UK imports. 
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CHAPTER 2 MODERN METHODS OF EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 

In this chapter some of the landmarks in the development 

of econometrics must be chronicled in order to place the 

empirical work in the published papers in its proper 

context. We may loosely define econometrics as the art or 

science of applying statistical methods to the analysis of 

economic data with a view to verifying or falsifying 

economic hypotheses. By comparison with most branches 

of economic thought, the subject of econometrics is still 

in its adolescence. This was illustrated quite neatly by 

the recent publication of a paper entitled "The develop

ment of British econometrics. 1945 -1985", by Gilbert 

(1986). Before 1945 it may be reasonably asserted that 

econ~etrics consisted almost entirely of items stolen 

from Biometrika and The JOUrnal of the lQyal Stati.tical 

Societx. The closing date, 1985, is likely to signify no 

more than a staging post in the development of a subject 

which has a burgeoning literature. During the eight year. 

which span the work de.cribed in the research submitted 

here, econometrics bas received many important contributions. 

Interestingly, the majority of these have emanated from 

the United Kingdom rather than from acrols the Atlantic. 

Gilbert's paper highlights the contributions of the 

Department of Applied Economic. at Cambridge in the 1950s 

and 1960s and, more recently, the ascendancy of the London 

School of Economics. 

My own interest in economics stems from the taught MA course 

at Warwick Universtiy from which 1 graduated in 1975. As 

a part of my HA thesis 1 examined for the first time a 

macroeconomic model (that of the London Business School). 

One of the striking features was the apparent disregard of 

severe econometric problems such as autocorrelation and 

multi linearity in a large number of the equation.. During 

the three years which followed, dissatisfaction with the 

conduct of empirical research became widespread, and 

reached a crescendo in 1978 when the Social Science lelearch 

Council insisted that the major modell~ teams engage 

econometric cOD.ultants to advise them. The London Business 

*chiefly, time-series econometrics 
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School approached David Hendry, then of the London School 

of Economics. He attended regular sessions and gave 

instruction in what might now be termed the "modern methods 

of empirical investigation". These techniques will be 

summarised below, where only the main references to the 

literature will be given. It is convenient to describe' 

the methodology under four headings. First, general 

to specific modelling; second, dynamic econometrics; third, 

the treatment of serial correlation; and fourth, other 

diagnostic tests. 

2.1 General to specific modelling 

Mizon (1977h in a contribution entitled '~odel selection 

procedures",contrasted two extreme approaches to 

testing an economic hypothesis. The first, which was 

widely used at that tiM, ia to model an econometric 

relationship beginning from a specific dynamic form. 

Then the investigator would test for the valid inclusion 

of other lagged variables until, on some arbitrary 

criteria, the model could not be improved by further 

addition or removal of variablea. The beauty of this 

approach, to those who used it, is that the initial 

specification of the model is not particularly important; 

its deficiencies are revealed through the process 

of experimentation. The drawback to this ~thod is that 

the significance of a newly introduced variable in the 

multiple regression is conditional on the set of 

previously included variables. Thus the same variable 

may be deemed worthy or unworthy of inclusion depending 

on the particular sequence of experiments undertaken. 

By definition, this introduces a large degree of 

ambiguity to the "specific to general" modelling 
selection method. 

The diammetrically opposite modelling strategy is the 

"general to specific" method in which the largest 

number of potential regressors that can be accommodated 

are included at the outlet. Bowever, once lelected, 

no additional variables are included in the 

general regression. The model selection procedure i. 
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simplified enormously as successive coefficient restrict

ions may be tested, individually and serially, proceeding 

from those most likely to be admissable on some bench

~ark condition (for example, a t-statistic equal to 

unity), to those least likely. Whilst it is not strictly 

correct to say that each general specification yields 

a unique optimal form, the scope for ambisuity in the 

model selection procedure is sreatly reduced. Hendry 

and Mizon (1980) have advocated the "seneral to specific" 

approach not only for this reason. but also in 
reaction to the criticism, made by Leamer (1974. 1978), 

of the protracted specification searches inherent in 

the other approach. 

One problem that has arisen, especially in relation to 

annual data, ia the paucity of degrees of freedom, 

and hence the restrictiveness of the initial seneral 

form. In such circumstances, a certain eclecticism 

may be justified, and a combination of the two polar 

methods used. 

2.2 Dynamic econometrics 

In Davidson. Hendry, Srba and Yeo (1978), Hendry (1979). 

Hendry. Pasan and Sarsan (1984) and, most recently, 

Hendry (1986), can be found all the central ideas 

of dynamic time-series econometrics. This methodology 

is appeal ins to economists because it permits statements 

about the relation.hip between variables in equilibrium 

to be embedded in dynamic equations without implyinS 

instantaneous adjustment to that equilibrium. This 

introduce. the notion of an error correction mechanism, 

that i., one in which out.tandins disequilibrium i. 

prosre.sively eliminated, and is inherited from control 

theory. Salmon (1982) catalosue. the characteristic. 

of error control mechanisms. The use of error correct

ion methodoloay has aroused some controversy with 

reSard to the interpretation of the re.ultinl static 

and .teady .tate.. Currie (1981) has arsued that 

restriction. must be placed on the dynamic structure 

of equations to prevent high order difference term. 
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entering the steady state. In reply, Patterson 

and Ryding (1984) show that the application of such 

restrictions results in markedly inferior estimated 

equations and conclude that such restrictions are 

undesirable. In his later contributions, Hendry is 

at pains to re-establish predictive failure as a ~ey 

criterion for model selection. No matter how plausible 

or implausible is the dynamic structure of an 

equation, if its performance outside its sample period 

is incongruent with its performance within, then the 

model should be rejected. 

2.3 Treatment of serial correlation 

It is probably no exaggeration to say that serial 

correlation was the scourge of empirical time series 

modelling until the mid-1970s. The typical investig

ator of that period quoted a Durbin-Watson statistic 

for first order autocorrelation and breathed a sigh 

of relief if its value vas tolerably close to 2. If 

it were not, then a Cochrane-orcutt correction or 

firat-difference operation might be applied al • 

token gesture. Hendry and Mizon (1978), following 

Sargan (1964), cast the problem in a nev light by 

demonstrating how autocorrelation vas often a sign 

of misspecification, and the adoption of a more general 

dynamic form would usually eliminate the problem and 

enable more reliable perameter estimates to be obtained. 

As more attention was paid to residual autocorrelation, 

10 better diagnostic tests emerged, of which the most 

stringent has proved to be the Lagrange multiplier 

teat statistic, developed by Godfrey (1978). Ai 

such tests have been included in popular econometric 

.oftware packages, so their use has grown, and with 

it the understanding that the first element in the 

correlogram is not the only one that should be 

checked. In the context of modern empirical work, it 

is nov quite rare to see equations estimated with 

Cochrane-Orcutt corrections, giving encouragement 

to the viev that most of its early use was necessitated 

by dynamic model misspecifieation. In all uses of 
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single equation time-series regressions in the 

submitted papers, tests for autocorrelation are 

carried out. 

2.4 Other diagnostic tests 

Whilst residual randomness is the most frequently 

violated assumption of the general linear model, 

the application of other assumptions should be 

verified, namely, homoscedasticity and statistical 

normality. Hendry (1986) includes a list of five 

specification tests, other than for autocorrelation, 

which constitute a thorough examination of the 

data coherence and durability of a single equation. 

Some of these tests have not yet won universal 

acceptance and, since some are relatively new, neither 

are they to be found in the econometric estimates 

reported in the submitted papers. However they 

conltitute an example of the rigorous mu1tidemensional 

approach which characterises the modern methodo1oay. 

i) F-teat of functional form mia-specification 

heteroscedasticity, White (1980) 

ii) F-test for Autoregressive Conditional Hetero

Icedasticity (ARCH) of a given order, Engle (1982) 

iii) Chi-squared test for residual normality, Jarque 
and Bera (1980) 

iv) Chow-test of perameter constancy over a given 

DUmber of extra-sample observations, Chow (1960) 

v) F-test of • restricted against the general 

unrestricted model. 

Gilbert (1986) attempts to summarise the current state 

of the art (or science) although he acknowledges the 

inherent dangers of defining a concensuS position. 

Hi. five postulates provide a succinct summary of 

what I have dubbed in this essay the "modern methods 

of empirical investigation". 

i) The data ge •• rating process underlying a data 

set i. never known. Applied ec~nometrics ia 

therefore in part a process of discovery, and 
15 



all proposed models must be presumed to be, 

misspecified. 

ii) Applied economists should aim to provide 

structural models which may be taken as 

approximations to the unknown data generating 

process. 

iii) Restrictions derived from economic theory 

will typically relate to the equilibrium 

solutions to these models, rather than to the 

short term dynamics. Such restrictions may 

frequently be ~posed and tested within an 

error correction framework. 

iv) Any proposed model must be tested within and 

outside the sample. One needs to ask whether the 

model adequately characterizes the data, and 

also whether this characterization is superior 

to that provided by a rival specification. 

v) Equation specification should be conducted by 

testing alternative simplification. against a 

common nesting maintained hypothesis. Tests may 

be carried out using standard classical statist

ical procedures, or straightforward generalization 

of these procedures. " 

Gilbert (1986) pp40,4l. 

In the next three chapters, varying vintages of this 

methodology have been applied to the UK labour market, 

the determination of multinational exchange rates 

and UK imports of goods. 
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CHAPTER 3 APPLICATIONS TO THE POST-WAR UK LABOUR MARKET 

Four of the nine submitted papers fall into this category. 

"An aggregative model of the UK labour market", for which 

work began in 1978, was accepted for publication without 

revision in 1980 but was not published until 1982. This 

paper derives reduced form econometric estimates for 

the aggregative non-government sector of the UK economy 

on annual data. The next paper to be written analysed 

a three-sector model of the UK labour market, in 

analogous fashion to the aggregate model, but using 

quarterly time series data. Most of the work was carried 

out in 1981 and the final draft was prepared in early 1982. 

During the period January 1982 to April 1986, Professor 

Beenstock and I were engaged in an innovative macro

economic modelling project which gained the support of 

the (then) Social Science Research Council from October 1983. 

The novelty of the model was to be the inclusion of a 

production function for the business* sector of tbe economy. 

This required a consistent and simultaneous framework 

of structural equations to be estimated for the constituent 

factor markets. Our first attempt at a structural 

empirical analysis of the UK labour market was Beenstock 
and Warburton (1984), a paper which was presented to the 

Association of University Teachers of Economics (AUTE) 

conference of that year. From the critical comments which 

were received it was apparent that this paper would 

require substantial revision before it would be ready for 

publication. A truncated and revised version of the 

labour market analysis is presented within the third 

submitted paper, "A macroeconomic model of aggregate supply 

and demand for the UK", published in Economic Modelling in 

October 1986. Ironically, to find a detailed published 

description of our labour market model, one must look to 

the analysis of UK econometric models by the Economic and 

Social Research Council (ESRC) Macroeconomic Bureau at 

*the business sector is defined here as the private sector plus 
elements of the public sector which sell goods and .ervice. on 
a pseudo-commercial basis. 
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Warwick University. Andrews and Whitley (1984) and Andrews, 

Bell, Fisher, Wallis and Whitley (1984) provide the best 
examples. 

The fourth submitted paper, the chapter from the book 

"Work, welfare and taxation". contains an empirical section 

on labour market participation by age and sex using annual 

UK data from 1966. These estimates complement the sex

dissaggregated labour supply equations which are contained 

in Beenstock and Warburton (1984). The substance of the 

fourth paper pursues detailed microeconomic issues relating 

to the work-retirement trade-off for men aged 50 and above. 

A discussion of this microeconemic work would be out 

of place in this unifying essay for obvious reasons. As 

stated in the introduction to this essay, this portion 

of work is different in character and should be judged on 

its own merits. 

In the remainder of this chapter. 1 shall attempt to 

synthesise the results from all the empirical work on the 

post-war UK labour market, drawing on some other 

unpublished work as well as from the four submitted 

papers. The two reduced form studies will be discussed 

tog .. ther and afterwards. the various structural estimates. 

3.1 Reduced fOrm e.timltes 

Table 1 summarises the main results from the two 

.arlier papers on the UK labour market, in terms of 

their reduced form stationary .tates. The equations 

in part A of the table satisfy the theoretical 

requirement that the set of arguments should be 

cOlllDon to both the q.uantityand price specification •• 

The firat appealing feature of the aggregate ~odel 

is the .ign conformity of the implied static 

coefficients. Whilst output. other emp~oyment costs 

and the proxy for tbe real coat of capital, RID, 

represent demand shocks and therefore disturb both 

employment and real wages in the same direction. the 
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Table 1: Reduced-form stationary state solutions for 

employment and real wages 

A. Beenstock and Warburton (1982): UK non-goyernment sector, 
annual data 1948-1977. 

L • 0.47 Q + 0.28 POP + 0.62 FEM - 1.570EC + 0.14 RRD - 0.015 T + 9.91 

RW • 2.15 Q - 3.68 POP - 2.93 FEM - 2.290EC + 0.15 RIU> + 0.018 T + 17.90 

Source: Table 2, equations 5L and 5W. 

B. Warburton (1982): UK three sectors. quarterly data 1963-1981 

(i) Manufacturing 

L .. • 0.470 + 1.0 POP - 0.24 RER - 0.18 RW - 0.021 T - 3.28 .,. . .. .. 
RW .. • 1.0 ~ - 1.0 POP - 0.08 RER.. + 0.009 T + 5.20 

(ii) Primary and private tertiary 

Lr • 0.24 Qr + 1.0 POP - 0.004 RIRr - 0.17 BEN - 1. 76 

RWr • 0.28(W .. /Pr) + 1.23 ~ - 0.004 RIRr - 2.37 

(iii) General government 

Lg • 1.0 Cg + 1.0 POP - O.lOu + 0.004 T - 10.03 

Wg • 1.OW .. - 0.05 OEC - 0.12 

Source: Tables 2, 3, 4B, 5, 6 and 7. 

L 
Q 

l»OP • 
tEK 
OEC 
RID : 

T I 

IW 
REI: 
RIB. 
BEN 

Employees in employment 
Output index 
Population of working age 
lemale participation ratio 
Index of other (non-wage) employment costs 
Real rate of interest allowing for depreciation 
Time trend 
leal wage index 
leal exchange rate 
leal interest rate 

C 
Real rate of unemployment I supplementary benefit 
Real general government expenditure on wages and pensions 

u : Unemployment percentage rate 
W Nominal wage index 

Pr Retail price index 

Subscripts ... r and g refer to manufacturing, primary and 
private tertiary and general government, respectively. All 
variables are expressed in logarithmic form except tbe time trend. 
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two demographic variables correspond to supply shocks 

and induce opposite movements in employment and 

real wages. What is particularly pleasing is that 

if (expected) output were 1% higher, ceteris paribus, 

the real wage bill would also be (0.47)(2.15)-1.01% higher, 

implying stable factor shares. The two chief 

objections to this reduced form model are first, that 

output, Q, can only be regarded as exogenous in the 

very short run and second, that the model is under

identified in terms of the underlying structural 

parameters. The first objection points to the need 

for some form of instrumental variable or simultaneous 

equations approach and the second towards direct 

structural estimation. These aspects will be taken 

up in the context of the third submitted paper. 

The task attempted in the three-sector model was rather 

more difficult than in the aggregate model. By 

contr •• t the estimates in Part B of Table 1 are 

le.s descriptive and correspond 1e •• closely to the 

theoretical blueprint. However, a number of similarities 

bet.ween the two can be observed. Output, understood 

in the .en.e of demand. is an important factor in 

each sector. The output effects on wages are tranemitted 

through the manufacturing sector equation to general 

government wages. Population effects are present 

throughout. but coefficients have been constrained to 

unity in the employment equations due to the lack of 

independent variation of the demographic variable 

in the- shorter sample period. Confirmation of the 

importance of real exchange rate movement. for 

manufacturing and real interest rates for distributive 

and service industries was encouraging. These results 

were obtained without the aid of the dramatic exchange 

and interest rate changes during 1980 and 1981. 

Unfortunately, as the paper notes, the degree of 

employment 10S8 was 80 large in thi8 period. relative 

to the previou8 fifteen years, that the parameter 

estimates are subject to a large increase in their 

absolute magnitudes when these data are included. This 
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episode of predictive failure has caused enormous 

difficulty to all modellers of the labour market 

and the problem has only properly Deen overcome 

with the benefit of hindsight and three or four more 

years of information. 

Three main conclusions emerge from the reduced form 

estimates. Firstly, that the evolution of employment 

and real wages in the post-war period cannot be 

understood solely in terms of the arauments of the 

demand for labour schedule. Demographic and other 

lupply factors have allo exerted important influences. 

Secondly, that it is unfeasible to characterise the 

labour market as being in continuous equilibrium. 

Thirdly, that the decision to exclude general government 

from the a&lregate model appears to be vindicated. 

Whilst government wage behaviour may mimic that of 

the private sector over the longer term, there is 

no doubt that public :.sactor ,a,. is far more vulnerable 

to manipulation in the form of explicit or implicit 
inComel policy. Public sector employment appearl 

to be abDost completely unresponsive to private 

sector influences. This conclusion may go a long way 

to explain the differences between our own work and 

that of Profelsor Stephen Nickell and Martyn Andrews, 

both then of the London School of Economics. This 

issue will be developed below. 

3.2 Structural estimates 

In theoretical terms, structural estimation is 

stronal,. preferred to reduced-form estimation by toe 

applied economist. The identification of structural 

parameters, together with their estimated significance 

levels, ·and the freedom to test the various mechanisms 

of price adjustment are high on the list of 

advantages. The age-old problem of identifying 

demand curves and supply curves when only the 

actual prices and quantities are available prevent. 

structural estimation from being an ea.y pption. 
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The economists in the Centre for Labour Economics 

have adopted a halfway house position in their analysis 

of the labour market. They regard the wage as the 

outcome of some form of bargaining model in which 

a variety of demand and supply arguments are 

admissible a8 proxies for unobservable theoretical 

constructs. Bence the wage equation can be regarded 

as a quasi-reduced form. Conditional on the wage 

bargain, employers are deemed able to choose their 

desired level of employment for a particalar time 

period in relatively unconstrained manner. The 

observed level of employment can therefore be 

regarded as equivalent to the demand for labour and 

econometric estimation can proceed. Labour supply 

is invariant to changes in tax and wage rates, and 

hence the unemployment in their model arises largely 

as a result of deficient labour demand. 

The insight gained from our experiments with the 

reduced forma guided ua towards a different theoretical 

framework from that used by Nickell, Andrews and 

Layard. Rather than a sequential decision-making 

process, and eapecially since these models were to be 

estimated using annual data, it was felt over-restrictive 

to disallow an interaction within a given year between 

labour demand, labour supply and the real wage. The 

framework which haa been used in the City University 

Business School (CUBS) model paper and elsewhere, 

permits the issue of the speed with which unemployment 

disequilibrium is eliminated to be determined 

empirically. In or4er to define unemployment 

disequilibrium, it is obviously necessary to employ 

some notion of a "natural" or "equilibrium" unemployment 

rate. This is a highly emotive concept and one 

which, sadly, has created obstacles to the publication 

of this work in the UK. In our mode~a natural, but 

not fixed, unemployment rate i. implicit in the 
wage equation. The dynamics of the labour market 

system may be understood in the following way. 

Independent labour demand and supply schedules combined 
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with the embedded natural rate function implies a steady 

state growth path for real wages conditional of the levels 

and growth path. of all the constituent arguments 

of the model. When the observed unemployment rate 

exceeds the natural rate, the form of the wage 

adjustment equation allows the actual growth of 

real wages to fall, stimulating faster demand growth 

and lower supply growth. With an unspecified lag 

length, the observed unemployment rate falls back to 

its natural rate and the real wage returns to its 

steady state growth path. The empirical model consists 

of three behavioural equations which are jointly 

estimated using Three-Stage Least square.. The 

results for each will be discussed briefly below. 

As far as the labour demand equation i. concerned, 

qualitatively similar results to those obtained by 

Symons (1985) for manufacturing and Nickell and 

Andrews (1983) for the whole economy were achieved. 

A real wa,e elasticity close to (minu.) unity i. 

the most notable feature. Our results differ from 

Symons' in that we were unable to accept the restriction 

that the coefficient on energy costs was equal to that of 

other input costs. Energy costl, deflated by factor 

cost output price., exerted a powerful negative effect 

on labour demand in our work. The major departure 

from the most recent estimates by Layard and Nickell (1985) 

occurs with regard to the introduction of additional 

indicators of demand in the specification under the 

banner of "imperfect competition". Specifically, 

aggregate demand indicators were found to offer a 

means of avoiding the predictive failure of the model 

in 1979-1981. Quite apart from the methodological 

objections concerning the use of additional measures 

of demand, such as the real exchange rate and the 

adjusted budget deficit, there,appears to be an 

element of tautology in using the budget deficit to 

explain the fall in employment. As mentioned above. 

Nickell and Andrews' results must also be viewed with 

caution in relation to the inclusion of the unresponsive 
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government sector in their aggregates. When their 

aggregate demand indicators were added to our model, 

covering the business sector of the economy, only 

their world trade variable proved significant. 

The supply equation, defining supply as total 

employment plus registered unemployment, is aggregative 

in the CUBS model paper, but our preference is for 

the disaggregation by sex, as in Beenstack and 

Warburton (1984). There, the dichotomy between the 

male and female real post-tax wage elasticities is 

explicit. Whereas the male elasticity was found to 

be insignificantly different from zero, for females 

an elasticity of between 0.3 and 0.5 was estimated. 

The average elasticity of 0.097 on page 254 of the 

CUBS model paper masks this dichotomy. There is 

also an age dimension to labour supply real wage 

elasticities. On page 194 of "Work, welfare and 

taxation", the addition of the parameters "3 and ~ 

represents the term in real wages for males and 

females aged over 4S. Whilst the coefficients are 

generally much more significant for women than for 

men, there is a tendency for the wage incentive to 

weaken as age rises. 

Finally, the wage adjustment equation revealed a 

markedly slow speed of elimination of the difference 

between tbe actual and natural rates of unemployment. 

This is UDsurprising to the extent that many other 

studies have suggested tbat the labour market reacts 

only slowly to price sbocks. It may alternatively 

indicate misspecification of the implicit natural 

rate function which eC'tiUins a real benefit term 

and a proxy for structural change. However, a wide 

variety of other suggestions bave been unsuccessfully 
incorporated, and no effort has been spared in se~ki~g 

to ensure that all ~ortant variables have been 

included. 
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In conclusion, the application of modern econometric 

techniques to UK post-war labour market data has yielded 

new insights and given rise to 

national policy-making level. 

paper (1985) was unprecedented 

the "real wage debate" at 

The Treasury~s working 

in its forthright acknowl-

edgement of a relationship between real wage costs and 

future employment levels. However, various problema 

remain. The instability of parameter estimates, partic

ularly in the labour demand equation, continues to 

cause concern. The recent sharp fall in the cost of energy, 

between November 1985 and April 1986, will ultimately 

provide a good test of the repairs made to the specification 

following the oil price rises of 1979 and 1980. Measure

ment problems are another area in which the usefulness of 

quantitative research has been diluted. The repeated 

revisions to employment and elpecially self-employment, the 

numerous changes of definition for unemployment and the 

difficulty of making proper allowance for the increase in 

part-time working, all require detailed consideration 

in future work. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPLICATIONS TO THE INTER-WAR UK LABOUR MARKET 

The background to the two contributions which relate to 

the inter-war period lies to some extent in the remit 

received from the Economic and Social Science Research 

Council. It was agreed with them that, given the 

shortage of degrees of freedom in the post-war period 

alone, it would be a useful exercise to attempt to 

validate the post-war labour market model using a 

larger data set. It was soon discovered that the inter-war 

period, despite the wide availability of the relevant 

data, suffered from its own shortcomings. The most 

annoying of these was the absence of a consistently 

defined wholesale output price index throughout the 
period 1921-1938. An appropriately defined series for wholesale 

prices was Dot published until 1930. A further limitation 

of the data was the disruption to the data for 1921 and 

1922 caused by the post-war inflation. This rendered 

the effective sample period extremely short, and this 

lack casts a lona shadow over the reliability of all 

inter-war econometric work. 

"Wages and unemployment in inter-war Britain" was written 

in 1985 after a paper by Beenstock, Capie and Griffiths (1984) 

had rekindled an old debate regarding the causes of the 

economic recovery which began in 1932. Dimsdale (1984) 

was particularly dismissive of the Beenstock et al (1984) 

argument that the behaviour of real wages played a critical 

role in the recovery. Beenstock and Warburton (1986a) 

was written originally to examine the data more rigorously, 

following Dimsdale's article,and to present econometric 

estimates for the first time. The first paper stopped 

short of describing a justification for the real wage 

behaviour in the inter-war period. It merely analysed 

the respective roles of aggregate demand variables on 
one hand, and real wages and the rate of capital accumulation 

on the other. A second, as yet unpublished paper, entitled 

"The market for labour in inter-war Britain" includes 

estimates of real wage behaviour and integrate. this 

with the evideDCe from Beenstock and Warburton (1986a). 
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To a very large extent the data are modelled in an 

analogous fashion to those of the post-war period. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to highlighting 

the similarities and contrasts between the inter-war 

and post-war econometric estimates and to a brief 

summary of the conclusions from the whole of the inter

war research. 

Part A of Table 2 reveals unit wage elasticities for 

inter-war manufacturing employment and post-war business 

sector employment, but much lower elasticities for 

the inter-war whole economy. The discrepancy may be 

attributed to the unresponsiveness of the included 

government sector. but it is more likely that the 

price deflator is deficient as a measure of the cost of 

output. Estimates of the capital stock for manufacturing 

are based on somewhat cavalier assumptions in the 

inter-war period and this may explain why • time trend 

per~orms better. Otherwise the capital coefficients 
are of • similar order. Whilst real energy prices display 

the anticipated negative sign both pre-war and post-war, 

a persistent positive effect is estimated for real non

energy materials prices. The most likely explanation 

for the sign arises from the predomin~ce of domestically 

produced intermediate products over imported raw materials 

within the category. Insofaras intermediate products 

embody domestic value added, substitution of own labour 

for bought-in labour ia feasible. Opportunities for 

energy or raw material substitution, on the other hand, 

are negligible. The addition of the real money supply 

and world trade variables, reflecting an imperfectly competitive 

characterisation of the economy, improved specifications 

of labour demand in both time periods. 

The comparison of the labour participation equations for 

the pre-war and post-war years, shown in Part B of Ta~le 2, 

reveals similar real wage elasticities. The functional 

form adopted in both studies provides for the real wase 

elasticity to attentuate as participation rises. Labour 
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A 

Table 2: Comparison of estimated elasticities from 

inter-war and post-war labour market models 

Labour ~emand (proxied by actual employment) 

Inter-war 
(1) (2) (3) 

Real wage -1.10 -0.37 -0.17 
Capital stock * 1.17 0.69 
Real eneray prices -0.30 
Real materials prices 0.39 
Real money stock 0.21 
World trade index 0.11 

Post-war 
(4) (5) 

-0.92 -1.16 
0.65 0.80 

-0.16 -0.08 
0.47 0.34 

0.20 

*The capital stock is approximated by a time t~end in this equation 

Sources: (1) Beenstock and Warburton (1986a) Table 1 col.3, 
manufacturing sector 

(2) Beenstock and Warburton (1986a) Table 2 col.2, 
whole economy 

(3) Beenstock and Warburton (1986b) Table 2 
whole economy 

(4) Beenstock et al (1986) p2S2, business sector 
(5) Unpublished estimates by Ordinary Least Squares, 

business sector 

B Labour supply 

Real post-tax wage 
Population of working age 
Unemployment rate 

Inter-war 
(6) (7)** 

·0.52 0.19 
1.00 1.00 

-0.36 -0.26 

Post-war 
(8) 

0.10 
1.00 

-0.92 

**Equation (7) includes the "burden of proof" dUDIDy variable, 
whereas equation (6) does not 

Sources: (6) Beenstock and Warburton (1986a) Table 3 col.2 
(7) Beenstock and Warburton (1986b) Table 2 
(8) Beenstock et al (1986) p2S4 

C ~plicit natural rate of upemployment 

Inter-war 

Real benefit rates 
Structural change proxy 
Inflation*** 

(9) 

0.13 
2.49 

-1.23 

Post-war 
(10) 

0.13 
1.73 

-0.78 

***Inflation is measured using an output price index in the inter
war estimated, but using a nominal wage index for the post-war 
period 

iource.: (9) Beenstock and Warburton (1986b) Table 2 
(10) Beenstock et a1 (1986) p252 
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participation, particularly of females has recorded much 

higher levels in the post-war period. Charts of labour 

participation for certain age-groups are shown on 

pages 191 and 192 of "Work, welfare and taxation". The 

larger "discouraged worker" effect in the post-war 

estimate suggests either a change of attitudes to unemploy

ment or that the crude unemployment rate is not 

capturing the effect properly. 

Perhaps the most surprising result appears in Part C of 

Table 2 where the similarities of the parameters of the 

implicit natural unemployment rate function are remarkable, 

considering its tentative foundations. The structural 

change proxy, which standardises cMllges in the employment 

share of the industrial sector relative to the whole 

economy, performs the valuable task of sterilising the 

effect. of rapid employment change on real wages. 

It recognises that labour cannot move freely or quickly 

from heavy iDdustrial occupations to white-collar 

clerical ones. The adjustment period is likely to 

be protracted and during thi. time real waaes may be 

relatively unaffected by unemployment of a structural 

nature. 

That real wage growth appears not to be homogeneous of 

dearee zero with respect to inflation, is to be expected 

in the inter-war period. To observe a similar result 

for the post-war period provokes a certain amount of 

dismay, although the parameter estimate was very well 

established. The favoured interpretation is that 

high inflation rates carry with them greater risk of 

negative real wage growth, and this induces risk-averse 

workers to accept wage offers more readily when inflation 

is high. In other words, the inflation rate can be viewed 

as a proxy for the variability of inflation, with which 

it tends to be strongly and positively correlated. Time 

series data on the variability of 'inflation is not directly 

observable. Such estimate. a. can be made are always 

out of date. 
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These findings re'nforce the conclusions reached from 

the post-war applications. In the context of the inter

war period the main conclusions are as follows: 

For various reasons, which include the babaviour of 

real out-of-work benefits and the pattern of industrial 

employment, real wages increased at an excessive rate 

during the second half of the 1920s and can provide 

a significant part of the explanation for the emergence 

of high unemployment at the end of that decade. Real 

wage growth moderated after 1932 and employment, particularly 

in manufacturing, accelerated in precisely the manner 

that a neoclassical labour demand function would suggest. 

However, no single variable can explain the behaviour 

of unemployment throughout this period. The roles of 

world trade and monetary policy were also significant in 

the recovery period, but the best explanation is offered, 

we believe, by the comprehensive model developed in 

Beenstock and Warburton (l986b). In particular, thts 

model BUliests that when distortions to the unemployment 

rate are removed, the rate which would bave prevailed 

immediately prior to the second world war is not inconsistent 

with that observed after the war. Finally, the labour 

supply or participation schedule does appear to be 

responsive to post-tax real wage movements and to the 

prevailina rate of unemployment. The common usage of an 

analytical framework in which labour participation is 

assumed exogenous appears inconsistent with the properties 

of the data sets which we have examined. 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATIONS TO EXCHANGE BATES AND UK IMPORTS 

The econometric techniques described in Chapter 2 have 

also been applied to the monetary theory of the exchange 

rate and to the determination of UK ~ports of goods. As 

in earlier ~bapters, the diagnostic test statistics 

quoted in each paper differ due to the extended t~e 

scale over which the papers were written. However, 

tests against residual non-randomness and of predictive 

failure are generally provided, the ouly exception being 

Budd and Warburton (1979). 

This paper was an early attempt at integrating the 

roles of both trade flows and capital flows in an exchange 

rate model. In Beenstock, Budd and Warburton (1981), 

this approach vas generalised in a number of respects 

but tested only on UK data. An accompanying discussion 

paper, Warburton and Beenstock (1980), supplies the 

econometric details underlying tbe results. Tbe third 

paper, Beenstock and Warburton (1982), examines the 

behaviour of UK import volumes in the light of world

wide trade liberalisation and, particularly, following 

UK entry into the European Economic Community. This 

chapter continues with a summary of the main results 

and outstanding difficulties in these two areas of 

international economics. 

The advent of flexible exchange rates after 1971 presented 

the need for a comprehensive theory of exchange rate 

determination. In the 19601, international capital 

flowa vere still highly regulated in molt developed 

countries. Thus, trade flows assumed great importance 

in the fixed exchange rate era, giving rile to the 

familiar "stop-go" economic policy cycle. When a domestic 

economy became overheated, import volumes would rise, 

the balance of payments would fall into deficit and, to 

prevent devaluation, the government would be forced to 

dampen demand through raising the burden of taxation or 

by similar measurel. After the Smithsonian agreement 

of late 1971, exchange rates became free to appreciate 
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and depreciate within margins set only by governments' 

desire to stabilise short-term movements by the use of 

foreign exchange intervention. Private sector capital 

flows immediately became more influential in the new 

exchange rate regime. Relaxation of restrictions on 

capital flowS combined with the evasive ingenuity of 

multinational enterprises guaranteed that expectations 

of currency values in future time periods would dominate 

trade flows in establishing exchange rates. The 

monetary theory of the exchange rate, whose origin is 

to be found in the work of Johnson (1964) and Frenkel (1976) 

is sketched out in Appendix 1 of Budd and Warburton (1979). 

This lays the foundation for long-run exchange rate 

expectations. In essence, a nation with faster monetary 

growth but the same GOP growth as another will tend to 

suffer progressive currency depreciation against the 

other and a higher rate of inflation. Many factors 

complicate this basic moJel, such as varying income 

elasticities of money demand, varying trends in income 

velocity, varying degrees of international openness 

and varying growth rates of industrial productivity. 

The purpose of Budd and Warburton (1979) was to examine 

the degree to which the exchange rate movements of 

the UK, France, Germany and Italy could be understood 

within this structure of exchange rate determination. 

Current account balances, both as flows and accumulated 

stocks (since 1963), were also included in the 

specification. Despite the ambition inherent in the 

model, which was estimated using quarterly data, 

correctly signe~parameter. were obtained in all easel 

although the coefficients for Germany were not well 

determined. The error correction term, whose parameter 

is ~ in the table of results, was very well determined 

for France and Italy and moderately so for UK and Germany. 

Relative income (represented by industrial output) 

elasticities varied greatly across countries, as did 

trade flow responses, but were almost always statisticallY 

significant at the 9SZ level. Remarkably, around 

half the variance of quarterly movements in the exchange 
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rate was explained by the model. These results suggested 

that the European Monetary System would be forced into 

frequent realignments of currencies unless the member 

countries subordinated their monetary policies to those 

of the dominant currency, namely Germany. In 
retrospect, this interpretation has proved quite accurate 

and on ten separate occasions between 1979 and 1986, 

realignments were necessary, as shown in Chart 1. 

Furthermore, had the UK joined the system at its inception, 

even more frequent adjustments would have been required. 

Chart I: Real exc ............ or EMS countries,J979.85* 

1980-100 
115 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

• MERM-weiahtN effcuiw rltn deflaled by wholnak prien. nine m.,;or countries 
Not~: Vmicallinn indicate clatn of m1ipmmts. 

The particular position of the UK as an oil producer 

distinguishes it from the other major European currencies 

and this issue vas addressed in the second paper, 

Beenstock, Budd and Warburton (1981). The effect of 
supplementing a theoretical model which could already 

be regarded as ambitious, vas to exacerbate the problem 

of identifying the parameter estimates. On Table 2 of 

the paper the long-run coefficients are presented for 

four distinct classes of exchange rate model. In the 

first, only asset (money and bonds) stocks and real 

incomes are used. Capital account effects in the form 
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of interest rates were also incorporated in the second 

block of equations and, separately, oil effects in 

the third. The final block attempted to integrate 

all three effects. The detailed econometric equations 

underlying these static reduced forms are contained in 

Warburton and Beenstock (1980) which is reproduced in 

this submission as the Appendix. Whereas Budd and 

Warburton (1979) allowed own and world income and 

current balance elasticities to differ, these were 

constrained in the later paper in order to save degrees 

of freedom. 

The diagnostic test statistics reveal that almost all 

the equations failed a Chow test for the period 

1978Ql to 1980Q2. The sharp appreciation of sterling 

during this time proved a very severe teat of the models 

and underlined the inadequacy of the information set. 

In particular, the current account effectl of North Sea 

oil were only just becoming apparent in 1978, the final 

year of the estimation period, and were not to reach 

a peak until 1985. The poor predictive performance 

was inevitable from this standpoint. The worst examples 

of predictive failure were provided by the equations 

whi.ch included interest rate effects, standing for 

capital account changes. Whether because of simultaneity 

bias, which i. probable, or some o.ther form of mis

.pecification, the interest rate effect., though correctly 

signed, were extremely erratic and generated appalling 

post-sample errors. 

A measure of success Wal achieved, despite the difficulties, 

concerning the estimated effects of North Sea oil. ~n addition 

to the income effect (aince real oil incomes are a 

part of real national output), a current account effect 

(whereby the real exchange rate is raised to allow the 

non-oil account to deteriorate) and a capital account 

effect (whereby oil discoveries raise national wealth, 

leading to a reassessment of the exchange rate) were 

also identified. The estimate of a 14% real exchange 

rate premium by mid-1980 on account of North Sea oil 
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does not seem too ridiculous in retrospect. Furthermore, 

the abrupt depreciation of sterling in 1986 following 

the collapse of the oil price gives credence to the 

oil effects OD the exchange rate. 

However, extended periods of exchange rate instability 

have made talk of long-run or fundamental exchange rates 

appear anachronistic. And the examination of quarterly 

exchange rates is also open to question when the timing 

of capital switches between international financial 

centres is defined in minutes rather than months. The 

modeller is presented with two courses of action in 

such circumstances. Either to use a bigh volume of 

high frequency data and employ a sophisticated dynamic 

model, or to use low frequency data, a8 we have done, 

and look only for broad brusb, robust, data representations. 

The future of exchange rate modelling seems destined to 

travel alona the route of low frequency data and to 

provide generalisations of behaviour across time and 

countries from which to deduce tentative conclusions. 

The abundance of competing explanations for a particular 

episode of exchange rate movement is evidence of the 

underlying problem. In any environment where, for 

every new data observation, another two relevant 

explanatory variables may be suggested, it is unlikely 

that the "true" model will ever be identified. 

The final submitted article, concerning the post-war 

behaviour of the volume of imports of UK goods, was 

estimated using annual data from 1950. The essence of 

the exercise was to investigate whether UK import 

propen.ities were disproportionately large (a. other 

author. have argued) when changes in the degree of 

openness of the international trading environment were 

taken into account. In Beenstock and Warburton (1982), 

a novel import equation was advanced, in which the 

liberalisation of world trade and the effects of EEe entry 

were proxied by the relevant import to GOP ratio. of 

the external nations and the.e terms added to the 
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conventional model. For total goods imports, the results 

indicated that UK behaviour could be well understood in 

these terms. Consumers in the UK were sUnply mimicking 

the worldwide pattern of spending a greater proportion 

of their expenditure on imported goods as these were 

released from tariff and quota restrictions by, for example, 

the Kennedy Round. A fuller discussion of the background 

to this work may be found in Beenstock and Warburton (1980). 

According to our thesis, EEC entry caused a surge in 

UK import propensities because the average import 'to 

GOP ratio of the original six EEC members was substantially 

higher than for the OECD world in general. By giving 

~d receiving preferential trading rights through 

entering the EEC customs union, the UK began the trans

ition to a higher average import propensity. The more 

general of the two models, EEC model 2, indicated that 

the UK import to GOP ratio would rise to about 39% from 

a pre-entry base of 23%. In 1985 the actual ratio was 
32%. 

Separate results for manufactured import volumes were 

also estimated, using quarterly data, and evidence of 

a small degree of autonomous import growth was observed. 

However, the central thesis was maintained for manufactured 

goods, namely, that rising import penetration is an 

international phenomenon, and not peculiar to the UK. 

Econometric tests were performed against autocorrelation 

and predictive failure, but all our equations registered 

test statistics which were comfortably within the usual 
5% significance levels. 

Writing in the latter part of 1986, the UK balance of 

payments is set to fall into deficit after six years. 

of surpluses totalling £22 billions, and again the 

forecasters at the National Institute are projecting 

a massive £5 or £6 billions deficit in 1987. These 

forecasts typically derive from import equations in 

which no allowance has been made for the international 

movement towards free trade. In interpreting these 
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historical developments as exogenous and time trended, 

the future growth of imports is likely to be seriously 

overestimated. If, as we suspect, the trade liberalisation 

wagon has ground to a halt (and fears are growing of 

a more protectionist atance in the US) then extrapolation 

of the time trends is inappropriate. Imports will 

grow more conservatively and the balance of payments 

will deteriorate by a much smaller margin. 

In conclusion, the application of modern econometric 

methods bas provided us with new insights into the 

determination of imports. The high income elasticities 

and unexplained time trends have been accommodated 

within adynamic equation which provides for a more 

plausible long-run theory of UK imports. The verdict 

on the empirical vork with respect to the exchange rate 

is less encouraging. Except for the naive monetary 

model, the information set available in 1980 appeared 

insufficient to enable coefficients to be reliably 

determined. As more sophisticated aDd realistic 

theoretical structures were adopted, the data deficiency 

became more apparent. Recent experiments with the data 

set suggest that the monetary model can still provide 

a good description of the data, although parameter 

instability remains as much of a problem as it vas in 

1979-1980. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 

This essay bas attempted to draw together the various strands 

of argument and evidence contained in the published papers. 

In this final chapter, the objective is merely to emphasise 

the key areas in which it is believed that an original 
contribution has been made to the existing body of knowledge. 

Two general and five specific conclusions will be drawn. 

6.1 General conclusions 

6.1.1 Short-run dynamics and lons-run properties of eConomic 
model. 

MOdern econometric methods acknowledge the need to combine 

plausible Ihort-run dynamics with senlible long-run 

properties in model building. The empirical relationships 

which had dominated the literature until the mid-l970s 

tended to model either the short-run dynamicI or the 

long-run propertiel, but not both. Examples of the former 

are the lbort-run demand for labour, populariled by 

Ball and St Cyr (1966) and Brechling (1965), and the 

Ihort-run demand for imports, described in lees and ' 

Layard (1971). The static consumption function of Keynesian 

origin providel an illultration of tbe latter. Whilst 

Professor Hendry has demonstrated tbe superiority of 

a consumption function modelled using error correction 

mechanism. in Davidson and Hendry (1981) and elsewhere, 

the empirical work contained herein generalises the 

sbort-run labour and import demand functions. The 

generalilation of these Ipecifications to poslell long-run 

propertiel hal required tbe adoption of more complex 

theoretical models. In accordance with modern method., 

additional lagged variables were also included enabling 

a fuller descript~on of model dynamicl. The resulting 

models encompass and outperform their predecessorl in 

almost all cases. ThuI, for example, the explanation 

of labour demand now includel long-run argument I such 

as changes in the net capital stock, real energy and 

real materiall prices. In tbe cale of the import demand 

equation, short-run income elasticitiel of 1.5 or 2 

can now be reconciled with a more .u.tainable long-run 

elasticity of unity. However, the net lain in preci.ion 
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and in predictive accuracy obtained by these methods 

should not obscure the fact that error margins will remain 

uncomfortably wide as long as sample sizes remain so small. 

6.1.2 Diagnostic testing as an aid to identifying appropriate 
models 

Heightened awareness of autocorrelation and other sources 

of violation of the assumptions on which OLS regression 

is based. bas led to more carefully specified equations. 

By conducting experiments with aeneralised forms, it is 

possible to deduce whether or not the omitted variables 

are lags of existing arguments. This technique was 

applied in the analysis of labour supply and of real 

wage adjustment for the post-war period. It is of partic

ular sianificance in the latter case because of the 

embedded unemployment function which lie. at the heart of 

the labour market analysis. Whilst many other arguments 

have been tested, for example, measures of union power • 

• deterioration in the residual corre10aram was 

invariably the result. This has led to the important 
conclusion that, both in the inter-war and post-war 

periods. the "equilibrium" unemployment rate has shifted 

primarily because of three factors. Fir.t. the real value 

of out-of-work benefits, second. the dearee of industrial 
dislocation or structural change in economy and third, 

the variability of inflation. In other words. a rise in 

unemployment due to demographic influences can be disting

uished in it. labour market effects from a ri.e in 

unemployment due to accelerated structural change. The 

former can be expected to reduce real wages and raise 
employment whilst the latter may have no di.cernible 
effect on either. 

6.2 Specific conclusions 

6.2.1 Time-series labour participatiop behayipur 

The assumption of fixed labour participation rate. 

pervades the literature of aggregate labour market analysis. 

In the research reported in this submission, thi. charact

erisation of behaviour holds up only fo~ prime-age males. 

Males over 4S are only Slightly responsive to changes in 
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remuneration differentials (between work and retirement). 

but female labour participation in all age-groups appears 

real wage sensitive. Therefore, even in aggregate empirical 

work, it is concluded that real post-tax wages and labour 

participation rates should be allowed to interact. 

6.2.2 Retirement analysis 
A series of conclusions from the optimum retirement age 

model were listed on pages 227 and 228 of '''ork, welfare 

and taxation". They relate to malea aged SO years old 

and possessing the other characteri.tics detailed on 

page 218. In particular, it vaa concluded that the most 

~portant influences on the retirement decision were 

the individual', work-leisure preferences, earnings (if 

below-average) and life expectancy. High earnings were 

found to have an ambiguous :effect on the optimal age of 

retirement. 

6.2.3 Ie-interpretation of the inter-war period 

Any concluaiona reached conc.mina this period must be 

regarded as tentative, aince the quality of .ome of the data 

is questionable. However, after a comprehen.ive .tudy. 

of the argument. which have been advanced to explain wage. 

and unemployment behaviour, it i. believed that the following 

statements hold true. Firlt, that the equilibrium rate 

of unemployment was increased because of the increased 

generosity of unemployment benefits. The relaxation of 

the "work te.t" requirements in 1930 also worsened unemp

loyment. Second, that real wages responded to both 

demand and .upply shocks during the inter-war period. The 

flexibility of the labour market enabled the economic 

recovery to gather pace before faster productivity growth 

was absorbed by higher wage payment •• 

6.2.4 Exchange rate pqdelliua ip the context of North Sea oil 

In Beenstock, Budd and Warburton (1981), and Warburton and 

Been.tock (1980), an ambitious model of UK multilateral 

exchange rate behaviour wal advanced and estimated. An 

integrated equation of the type de.cribed in those papers 

remained in u.e in the London Bulinel' School model long 
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after the author departed. In respect of the treatment of 

North Sea oil, the analysis was innovative. The estimate 

of the size of the effect of North Sea oil on the real 

exchange rate, at 14%, seems realistic in retrospect. 

Exchange rate modelling is fraught with difficulty b~t 

it is contended that, on its own, the long-run implied 

purchasing power parity model offers an inadequate explan

ation of UK data. Real shocks, such as North Sea oil 

discovery and exploitation and differential productivity 

growth in the traded goods .ector, play an impo~tant role 

in exchange rate determination. 

6.2.5 UK imports and the international trading order 

As, perhaps, one of the first studies to apply modern 

econometric method. to the determination of UK imports of 

good., Beenstack and Warburton (1982) reached several 

important conclusions. Remembering that the data period 

ended in 1979, the inelusion of oil imports, for which 

the paper has been critici.ed, is not important. The 

key conclusions reaardina !isible aoods imports were that 

the time trend, u.ed in previous studies, offered an inferior 

explanation to that provided by the international trade 

ratio, denoted Rw. Furthermore, the hiah income ela.ticities 

found by earlier researchers applied only in the short-run. 

The long-run elasticity was discovered to be insignificantly 

different from unity. Finally, the hypothesis that EEe 
entry was responsible for increased trade could not be 

rejected. 
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Introduction 

This discussion paper aims to provide a satisfactory explanation 

of the movement in UK earnings and employment since the 

early 1960s in the context of the full LBS model. The approach 

should therefore be labelled structural rather than reduced 

form. Reliance is placed on the existence of the appropriate 

transmission mechanisms from fiscal and monetary variables 

to domestic output and prices elsewhere in the model. A 

non-instantaneous market clearing characterisation of the 

UK labour market is adopted. FollOwing our earlier study 

using annual data (Beenstock and Warburton (1980», we regard 

the inclusion of the determinants of the supply of labour 

as extremely important in our explanation of labour 

market movements. The reader will notice that we do not 

emphasise the effects of instruments of labour market control, 

f or example. incomes policies. This is not to deny t ha t 

incomes policies and other pay legislation have affected 

the path of earnings and employment, but rather to interpret 

them as the means by which temporary market adjustments 

have been made. The contention of this paper is that. in 

most cases. an adequate description of the data can be found 

without reference to incomes policies. 

The economy is divided into three aectors for the purpose 

of thi. exercise. This can be regarded as the minimum degree 

of disaggre,ation necessary to enable the structural arguments 

to find expression in the model. The three lectors are 

total manufacturing (both private and public), public admini

s tration and the residual category, which combines primary 

and pri vat. tertiary activities. In essence we have an 

internationally exposed sector (manufacturing). a largely 

administered sectOr (public administration). and an inter

naUonally insulated but market responsive sector. The 

biggest challenge is generally provided by the latter sector, 
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partly because of its heterogeneity and partly because of 

its size, accounting for 45 per cent of all employees in 

1975. 

The pape.r is organised into four sections. The first section 

sets out the theoretical considerations of the model, identifying 

both supply and demand factors where appropriate. The second 

section contains a visual description of the main data series 

and recognises the difficulties in distinguishing the separate 

influences of variables which have moved similarly. A third 

section presents some empirical estimates in which the modelling 

strategy has been directed towards the fullest representation 

of the theoretical model. Some concluding remarks and sugges

tions for further research are given in the final section. 
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I Theoretical Considerations 

As there appears to be little common ground between the 

sectors concerning the applicability of labour market theory 

I shall analyse each sector as if it were isolated from 

the other two. However it is recognised that auch a trichotomy 

is not valid in the real economy and linkages are introduced 

into the aectoral specifications before proceeding to est1ma-

tion. In adopting a bottom-up approach to the modelUng 

of total wages and employment. expressing the sectors in 

relation to the total would be a luxury. Bach sector is 

too large as a proportion of the total to allow such a strategy 

to obviate serious simultaneity problems in a full model 

context. 

a) Manufacturing 

This sector permits the IlOst extensive theoretical specification 

because of 1ts international openness and because output 

and producti vi ty are meaningful and measurable concepts. 

The demand function for manufacturing employment may be 

written as: 

(1) 

where the 81gns above the argUDlents refer to the respective 

partial derivatives and where L denotes employment, Q 18 

output, W. the earnings index divided by the output price 

index for llanufactur:!ng. P is the real interest rate. 

oc is other e.ployment COlts in real term8, pi and po are, 

respectively, the manufacturing input and output prices, 

the penultimate term describes the international competitiveness 

of UlC manufacturing prices and t 18 a time trend. The subscript 

• repre.enta llanufacturing. 

If one interprets Pm a8 a proxy for the user cost of capital, 

then the first three teras in the brackets are derived fro. 
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the assumptions of entrepreneurial cost minimisation and 

a putty-clay CES production function. The terms oCm and 

(pi /po ) are modifications to the factor price w. m m m 
The former is defined as the real cost of employer's national 

insurance and superannuation contributions per manufacturing 

employee and attempts to take account of the non-wage additional 

cost to the employer of hiring the marginal employee. The 

relative input-output price of manufacturing goods enters 

the specification because the employer is sensitive to changes 

in value added as a proportion of the final price. The 

employer's reaction to a higher relative price of his non

labour inputs, especially when his output price is fixed 

(1.e. he is a price-taker), is to seek to reduce his labour 

input costs and thereby restore his profitability. International 

wholesale price competitiveness enters the specification 

as a proxy for expected UK manufacturing output. Finally, 

the time trend reflecta technical progress and net capital 

accumulation. 

The supply curve is postulated as: 

(2) 

where P represents the total population of working age, 

b ia the average income replacement ratio for Earnings Related 

Supplement recipients in' real tenas, tl is a measure of 

the direct marginal tax rate and t2 a measure of the indirect 

tax rate. 

Over long periods of time (e.g. decades) there is a close 

relationship between total employment and the population 

of working age. In order to embed this long-run relationship 

in the IlOdel, it muat be present in each labour aupply function. 

The real incollle replacement ratio ia considered to affect 

the work/le1aure chOice and also the optimal length of job 

aearch Uae. Higher tax ratea. direct or indirect. it ia 
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usually assumed will have disincentive effects on labour 

supply. It i8 also possible that people may be prepared 

to work harder or longer in order to restore their post-tax 

standard of living. In other words, they may be willing 

to sacrifice some of their leisure time in order to buy 

more petrol, alcohol or tobacco. The percentage rate of 

unemployment for the whole economy, acting as a barometer 

of excess labour supply at current factor price ratios, 

may exert a separate discouragement to potential suppliers 

of labour. Whether or not these people register as unemployed 

is another question, but it is pertinent to the decision 

of the potential new entrant to the labour force who has 

no unemployment benefit entitlement what proportion of the 

existing working population is without work. 

Combining (1) and (2) with a market clearing condition we 

can exprell steady state real earnings per employee and 

numbers employed as functions of the following variables: 

e pim -
Lm • Fm3 (Qm.Pm.ocm• (pom).t,P,b, (1-t1),(1+t2),u t wm) (3) 

(4) 

where the bars over wm and La denote that only lagged values 

of these variables should enter into the regression specifica

tion. It is clear that this model for manufacturing employment 

will be overdetermined in terms of the structural parameterse 

b) Public Administration 

It would be wrong to think of this sector as suffering no 

market pressures at all, despite its highly centralised 

and administered nature. Under a fixed exchange rate regime 

or a fixed aoney supply growth regime. the public sector 

cannot pay ita employees what it likes. not can it employ 

however .any people it likes. The external undesirability 
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of a high budget deficit has internal implications for public 

expenditure control. In the wage equation we draw the distinc

tion between central government and local authority employees, 

on the grounds that most of the expansion has taken place 

in the employment of the latter, who, typically, are the 

lower paid of the two. 

The demand function for public administration employees 

may be written as: 

d - - +2 -
L - F 1 (w , BRGMA 6 u' oc ) g g g g 

(5) 

where BRGMA 18 the public sector borrowing requirement as 

a percentage of cyc11cally adjusted GDP at current market 
2 

prices and 6 u is the rate of acceleration of the unemployment 

rate. 

The terms Wg (the relative price effect) and OCg require 

no further explanation as they are analogous to wm and oCm 
in (1). Since statistically, output in this sector is identical 

to the volume of expenditure (which is mainly wages), clearly 

it would be double counting to include the national accounts 

measure of government output. Two terms have been added which 

constitute a reaction function. When the borrowing requirement 

has been high in relation to the economic cycle, it il supposed 

that in an effort to restrain itl expenditure, the number 

of jobs will be cut. Simnarly if unemployment begins to 

rise at an increasing rate the government may attempt to 

stem the tide by offering more public sector jobs. Obviously 

both the latter arguments are highly tentative, but so, 

1 suspect, i. the idea of a demand function for government 

employees. 

In considering the supply of labour in this lector, it ia 

important to bear in mind that the average public adminiltration 

employee receive. a lower salary than the averale manufacturin, 
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employee. It is assumed in this atudy that the premium 

that manufacturing enjoya arises from the greater risks 

of injury and dismissal in that sector. It may also be partly 

explained by public sector employeea' preference for a higher 

retirement pension. We write the supply function aa followa: 

LS 
• F 2 (P, ~ , b, i, ~) 

g g. g 
(6) 

where F is the female participation rate. This argument 

has been added to the list which appeared for manufacturing 

on the grounds that public administration haa increaaed 

the proportion of feule employees in the total over the 

estimation period. The equal opportunities legislation has 

probably contributed to this trend in the later years. 

The tax rate terms have been dropped from the earlier list 

because most public administration employ.ent ia either 

salaried or conducted on the bada of a fixed working week 

with few overtime opportunities. Disincentive or incenUve 

effects are likely to be absent. 

The resulting regre88ion specifications for real earnings 

per employee and employment are presented below, again on 

the basis of (5), (6) and an equilibrium condition. 

e 2 
L • F 3(BRGMA, ~ u, oc , P, b, F, u, ;-) g g , g 

L 
P, b, F, u, ( Leg ), L,) 

g 

(7) 

(8) 

The term in (Lcg/Lg) is the differential 'quality' effect 

of central government employees referred to on page 6. 

c) Primary and Reaidual Tertiary 

As this sector is much lIore diverae than the other two. 

we begin by defining the various categoriea which it contains 

in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Constituents of the Residual Sector 

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 

Petroleum and Natural Gas 

Kining and Quarrying 

Construction 

Public Utilities 

Transport 

Communication 

Distributive Trades 

Insurance, Banking, Finance 

Other Service. 

Percentage of Total 
in 1975 

Primary 

Tertiary 

3.8 

0.4 

3.5 

12.7 

3.5 

14.9 

27.2 

10.8 

23.2 

In specifying the demand function for labour in this sector, 

it is dear that output is a meaningful concept only in 

the caae of the primary sector, construction and public 

utilities, and possibly transport. aetail sales serve as 

a good proxy for the volume of activity in the distributive 

trades, but no independent estimate of output for the service 

sector exists. 

It is possible to identify a number of interpretations of 

the real rate of interest in this sector's labour demand 

function. As well al reflecting the cost of capital (albeit 

in a crude {asbion) large movements in pr will influence 

the demand for labour in the distribution and retailing 

sectors throu,h their effect on the cost of holding stocks. 

It is also possible that as the real returns to investment 

rise, financial companies take on more staff. The resulting 

coefficient on fr can theoretically take either a positive 

or negative sign, according to whichever effect dominates. 

We may write the demand function as follows: 

(9) 
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where QNHIA is a composite output index for non-manufacturing 

industrial activities plus agriculture and RSV is retail 

sales volume. The subscript r represents the residual sectors. 

The variable oCr contains an additional term in the numerator, 

namely net Selective Employment Tax payments. The non

manufacturing sector was liable to make these payments during 

the period 1967-1972. 

The labour supply function ha8 no additional characteri8tics 

to those in LS and LS and i8 postulated as: 
m g 

. (10) 

Since employment in the relidual sector haa been the most 

Itable relative to its lize of all three sectors, we are 

perhaps beiDi too ambi tious in specifying such an elaborate 

lupply function. However, all the argument8 are theoretically 

applicable and we rely on the empirical lection to discriminate 

in favour of the few really important 8upply influences. 

The market clearing solution8 for employment and real earnings 

per employee in the re8idual category are: 

d) Croal-eguation linkase8 

The case for introducing cros8-equation linkages i8 probably 

more perlual1ve for real earnings than for employment. 

It il proposed, therefore, to add terms in the sectoral 

real earningl relatiVities to the existing market clearing 

specificationa, (4), (8) and (12). Although sectoral relati

vities may follow lecular trendl, in the short-tem, lignificant 

gainl by anyone sector are 11kely to be un8ustainable. 
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If to manufacturing is assigned the role of the leading 

sector in wage negotiations, then specifications (8) and 

(12) may be augmented by lagged terms in Wand W , 
--' ..!. W W m m 

respectively, adding time trends in both cases. There is 

some doubt as to whether cumulative error correction terms 

should be present. The argument against the use of such 

terms in this context ia that whilst employees may have 

a perception of their relative earnings compared to employees 

in other sectors, they are much less likely to perceive 

differences in their relative wealth. 

In Section II, the data required for estimation of the relation

ships above are examined graphically • 
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11 Data-based Considerations 

A preliminary visual examination of the data to be used 

in any empirical work is usually well rewarded. In this 

short section charts of the specified Variables from Section 1 

are presented. The main points to emerge fr9m this examination 

are: 

(0 The diversity of performance of the three sectors over 

the period 1963-1981. This helps to estabHsh the 

usefulness of disaggregation. 

(11) The different degress of volatility of the proposed 

regressors. The coefficient on a regressor which displays 

Ii ttle variation relative to the dependent variable, 

(having allowed for trend and seasonal influences) 

is not 11kely to be well determined. For example, over 

this period the population of workiq age on Chart 6 

is barely discernible from a constant. 

(ii1) The l1kely area. of conflict where different arguments 

in the .pecification, being highly collinear, are competing 

for statistical .ignificance. As examples of this, 

the traces of other employment costs shown on Chart 3 

are highly correlated with the time trend. Again, 

coefficients on regressors which are non-orthogonal 

tend to have exaggerated standard errors and therefore 

apparently low levels of .ignificance. Economic time 

series variables are prone to this lat ter defect and 

perhaps "this helps to explain why so many researchers 

have reached different conclUsions on the basis of 

regression analYSis performed on the same available 

data set. The dif ferent resul ta must each have been 

compatible with their owners' expectation of coefficient 

signs and magnitudes. 

Having specified the model and indicated the anticipated 

direction of each effect, an examination of the data and 
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particularly of the correlation matrix of the regressors 

often identifies areas of difficulty before any estimation 

is carried out. 

The arguments of the labour demand function (1) display 

a large degree of independence from each other, with the 

exception, cited above, of other employment costs and the 

time trend. Kanufacturilll output, Qm on Chart 1, has the 

expected cyeli cal pattern, until the massive decline at 

the end of the period; manufacturing real wages, wlI on 

Chart 2, has a definite kink in its growth rate which occurs 

in the early seventies; and the real interest rate, f II on 

Chart 4, and relative input-output prices, (pill/pom) on 

Chart 5 each display systellatic independent variation in 

the lIid-seventies. On a cursory examination, one would 

not expect great collinearity problems froll this data set. 

The argument. of labour supply, listed in equation (2) appear 

lIuch le.s independent. The invariability of P has already 

been mentioned, but it is also clear froll Chart 8 that the 

direct and indirect tax ratiOS bear an inverse relationship 

wi th each other. When one interprets this phenomenon in 

terlls of government preferences for one type of tax or another 

it makes good sense that reductions in the direct tax burden 

should be compensated elsewhere. However, if the ratios 

are added together then the problell is far from solved, 

for again the series is virtually a cons tant. The real 

benefit rate, b on Chart 7 is a redeelling feature of the 

.pecification, a. is the behaviour of u on Chart 11. Never

theless it becomes a little easier to understand how difficult 

it has been to establish the independent influence of labour 

supply variables by use of tille series regres8ions. 

For the regression specifications (3) and (4), it 18 also 

necessary that the eleaents of the demand function are 

individually discernible 1n a statistical sen.e fro. those 
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of the supply function. If u is included as a logarithmic 

term then there is the likelihood of a high correlation 

between In(u) and the time trend. The information we can 

glean about these specifications from the data ia that the 

coefficients on oC1U In(u) and t may display remarkable 

fluctuations in significance depending upon the presence 

or absence of one of the others, and secondly, that it is 

unnecesssry to include more than one term in the population 

of working age, P. 

In carrying out a similar exercise for employment in the 

public sector, the problem areas appear to be the correlations 

of OCg and F and of BRGMA and Wg (see Charts 10 and 4 res

pectively). The rapid growth of real public sector wages 

in 1974/S was associated with the largest proportional govern

ment deficit (on a cyclically adjusted basis). The introduction 

of (Lcg/Lg) in (8) also has its problems as shown in Chart 

12, to the extent that it too does not contribute much original 

variation to the regression specification. 

Pinally. the arguments of specifications (11) and (12) must 

be considered. The regressors QmtIA and RSV on Chart 1 

have behaved differently only since 1973 and this casts 

doubt on the feasibility of including them both in the 

specification. A further problem can be anticipated in 

the estimation of the employment equation (11). Chart 9 

reveals that, relative to the other categories, employment 

in the residual category hal exhibited very little variation. 

lndeed if the period 1967-72, when SET adver.ely affected 

employment. :I.e omitted, there appear. to be very little 

left to explain. 

This emphasi.e. the point that however numerous are the 

candidate. for 1nclu.10n 1n the equation specification. 

one can only estimate as I18ny parametera a. the data will 

allow. If there i. no variance to explain then the beat 
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theory in the world cannot be distinguished on statistical 

grounds from the worst. Consequently, it is suspected that 

some of the richness of the specifications in section I 

will be lost as soon as the equations are confronted with 

the economic data. The only effective answer to this problem 

is to widen the experience covered by the empirical analysis. 

For example if the data set had begun in 1958 then rather 

more variation in P, the population of working age t would 

have been observed and perhapi lIOn reliable estimatel of 

its effect, especially on wages, would have been obtained. 

In Section 111, empirical estimates of the six functions 

are provided. 
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III Empirical Results 

Econometric Methodology and Modelling Strategy 

Leamer (1978) has drawn attention to some of the contradictions 

which exist between the theoretical statistical conditions 

under which econometric tests are validly performed and 

the typical modelllna environment in which practical research 

is carried out. To caricature the a1tuat~on in an ideal 

world. the student would be cloaeted in a data-free environment 

until the day he or she had their first orilinal idea which 

was both precisely specified wi th relard to functional form 

and capable of empirical verification. (or died. whichever 

was the sooner). On this day the student would be handed 

a sealed envelope containina the data on only the variables 

he had selected. and a copy of a Tsr inatruction manual. 

Havinl successfully submitted his job. the student would 

be escorted back to hia cell where, under aedation, he would 

be shown his results. Havina written up his project the 

atudent would then think of his next ide.. beina careful 

not to include any of the variables for which he had seen 

the data. The point of all thb ia to demonstrate that 

awareneas of the data and the formulation of hypotheses 

is an interactive process in real life. Most researchers 

are in a position to discriminate between those hypotheses 

which .re likely to be data supported and those which are 

not on the basis of their broad knowledle of the available 

data aet. However, in statiatical ter.s the process of 

repeated aa.plinl of the .ame data .et nullifie. the orilinal 

validity of test. of indiVidual Variable silnificance. 

Leamer livea ao .. indication of the progressive strictness 

of the teat criteria necessary when repeated aamplinl takes 

place. 

An appealing solution to this problem ia aUlleated by Kizon 

(1977), who recommended data-based apecification aearch 

as a _ana of model aelection. In theory, aince all relresdona 
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after the first are generic only one original sampling of 

the data has taken place. This can take two forms; either 

moving from a specific model to a general one or vice-versa. 

The former has the advantage that the specific model used 

as the starting point is not of great importance. Tests 

for the inclusion of exi.t1ng ones are perfonaed until the 

model cannot be significantly improved by further addition 

or removal. ·The main disadvantage is that there is no luidance 

as to the order in which the tests should be carried out. 

The latter fOrll. general to 'pecific model selection, has 

become widely used over the last three years. Contingent 

on the "correct" set of independent variables being chosen 

initially. the modeller follows a set procedure for testing 

coefficient restriction •• e.timating co_on factors and 

monitoring the autocorrelation and predictive performance 

of the IIOdel. step by atep. At what sta,e the procedure 

is terminated is an arbitrary decision but the final restricted 

form will always be a direct descendant of the ,eneral form. 

Teats for inclusion of prevloul1y excluded variables will 

almost alway. confirm the prior decision. 

A parallel development to these model selection procedures 

has been the application of engineering control methodology 

to econolliC sy.te.s and. lately. to individual equations. 

The language of integral, proportional and derivative control 

ha. parmeated the applied economist'. vocabulary and lent 

theoretical support to techniques previously considered 

arbitrary. 

Theae developments. together with an increasing battery 

of ri,oroua tesU for non-randollDess of the residual correlograll, 

heterosceelasticity, out of s .. ple performance. coefficient 

instability and i.pIaulible dynallic re.ponae have created 

a multi-dimeneionsl function for .odel .election. The nature 

of the trade off. between criteria obviously differ Ireatly 
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between data sets. The inclusion of a given variable may 

significantly lower the equation standard error, make no 

significant difference to the autocorrelation properties 

or the forecasting· performance but may result in dramatic 

changes in the size of the other coefficients. On what 

basis should one decide to include or exclude it? 

A further .et of problems arise when independently estimated 

equations are inserted into a .acroeconomic model. New 

sources of dynamic instability and inconsistent coefficient 

restrictions .. y arise, and non-zero correlations between 

cross-equation residuals .. y jeopardise the ability of the 

model to track data in a dynamic simulation. Given the 

size and computational problems of eystems estimation in 

a large model, these do not supply a practicable answer. 

In thi. .tudy, .ingl. .quation .athode ar. used without 

apology, and although the parameters of the model selection 

"objective" fUnction are not defined, syste.s or whole-.04el 

considerations have a larger weight attached to them in 

the selection of individual equations than is usually the 

case. Although the IlOdelling approach is eclectic. specification 

teste have been carried out and these are reported alongside 

each regression. The predictive performance of the equations 

over the period 1980 first quarter to 1981 first quarter 

is often uneatisfactory, but it must be acknowledged that 

this period 11 untypical of the experience of the aixties 

and seventies~ if only in the severity of the recession. 

Empirical ... u1ts 

the re.u1 ta presented in table. 2 to 7 are the preferred 

regre •• ion esti .. te. of the .pecifications .et out in section 

I. these re,re.sion. were selected, subject to sati.factory 

performance iD teras of the .ina1e equatioD te.t. meDtioDed 

iD .ection III, On the basi. of their closeDe •• of corre.pondeDce 

to the ori,ioal model. The weraina' given earlier cODcerDina 
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the limited amount of information contained in the data 

set and the constraints on estimation which may arise from 

the assembling of the single equation estimates both proved 

relevant. 

Manufacturing 

a) Employment 

The employment equation in Table 2 cOllbines a number of 

desirable features with respect to apecification (3) outlined 

in section 1. On the supply side, the population of working 

age appears in a one-for-one relationship with employment 

and there 18 a temporary but highly significant "discouraged 

worker" effect of the percentage unemployment rate. Demand 

effects, as expected, have exerted a more powerful influence 

over employaaent in Ilanufacturing. Of particular interest, 

in addition to the terll in actual output, is the proxy term 

for expected output. Wholesale price cOllpetiveness is highly 

significant despite the exclusion from the sample of the 

most recent data. Lagged real wages also enter negatively, 

reflecting the adverse effect of "too high" wage levels 

on ellployment. The time trend of 2% per year can be interpreted 

as the secular resul t of the installation of labour saving 

capital investment. Finally, there ia a temporary and very 

small boost to employment of a higher real coat of capital 

to manufacturing. 

Where the equation faUs down is in ita faUure to predict 

the severity of the decline i~ manufacturing employment 

in the second half of 1980 and beyond. None of the specific

ations were able to trsck the data closely, and when this 

particular equation was estimated over the full sa.ple, 

evidence of coeffiCient instabili ty emerged. The long-run 

implied coefficient on cOllpetitiveness fell froll -0.24 to 

-0.42; the real wages coefficient froll -0.18 to -0.36 and 

the output coeffiCient rose from 0.42 to 0.72. On the face 

of it, the par •• ter estimates should have wch wider confidence 
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Manufacturing 
a) Employment 

Table 2 

A lnLmt • -0.356 + 0.1644 lnLmt_l - 0.026941nut 

R2 _ 0.87 

* SE • 0.22' 
Dr - 47 
65Ql - 78Q4 

(3.2) (1.7) (3.6) 

+ 0.OOO29r~(tmt_2 + ~mt-3) - Omt-;-t 
(2.6) L , IJ 

- 0.10851n(Lm/P)t_3 + 0.05131n~t 
(3.8) (2.7) 

- 0'02591~tom.e) 
(3.1) fOWm t-2 

- 0.000552 t 
(3.7) 

- 0.01981nW
mt

_
1 

(2.1) 

* 17,200 people (at the mean) 

Zl (5) • 13.0 (11.1) 

Z2(6) • 7.0 (12.6) 

'2(9) • 57.2 (16.9) 

Z3(9,47) • 2.66 (2.15) 

Z4(9) • 14.3 (16.9) 

ZS(13) • 19.1 (22.4) 

Stationary State Solution 

lnLIll • 0.471no. + 1.0 In P - 0.241n (pem. e ) 
poWm 

- 0.18 lnWIll - (2.05' per annum) - 3.278-
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intervals attached to them than the in-sample standard errors 

would suggest. However, it should be stressed that the . 
experience of 1980/81 is very dissimilar to that of 1963/79 

to the extent that 60% of the total sums of squares of the 

dependent variable is accounted for by the final six quarters. 

In other respects, autocorrelation and heteroscedastic1ty 

for example, the performance of the equation is satisfactory. 

b) Earnings 

Earlier we assigned to manufacturing the role of 'leading 

sector' in pay determination. In linking the other sector.' 

earnings indices to that of manufacturing, it is clear that 

the selection of a well-behaved equation for the latter 

has great importance. The link also has its advantages, 

the foremost being that the richness of the specification 

employed in the aanufacturing earning. equation is borrowed 

by the equations for the public and residual sectors' earnings. 

However, the estimation of this equation proved problematic, 

not least because the author had addressed this particular 

task on a number of previous occasions. An innovation in 

the specification was the term in the relative input to 

output wholesale price index. The results in respect of 

this variable were disappointing, a. were attempts to include 

the "other employment costs" variable. The failure of the 

former modification to the real factor price can be attributed 

to the dOllinatiq effect of output in the reareseion. 1£ 

manufacturing output was reduced by the increase in the 

re1at! ve price of non-labour inputs. as seems plausible. 

then the introduction of this variable into the earnings 

equation could be considered double-counting. A sillilar 

argument could be asde in the case of real other employment 

cost. per employee but it i. more likely that the econometric 

problem of collinearity .as the telling factor in its insigni
ficance. 
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b) Earn1nqa Table 3 

4 1n Wmt - 1. 002 + 0.249 421n Wmt- l 
(4.2) (4.0) 

- 0.461 4 1n POmt + 0.327 A 1nPOmt_l 
(3.3) (1.7) 

+ 0.393 41n pet-1 + 0.187 ~41.n (~/P) t 
(2.0) (4.6) 

(
Pim) (Pim) - 0.112 jlr. po + 0.110 ~lln po 

m II t-l 
(2.6) (4.2) 

- 0.102 4l.n u + 0.055 Aln ut - 3 
(4.4) (2.7) 

(
w " ~ - O. 49141nz...t_l - 0.193 1n ..!!!!! . ..!:.L 

(1.5) . (4.9) POmt-2 Oat-3 

- 0.0152 In (:.~'\ + 0.00044 t 

(0.9) :)t-. (3.7) 

a2 - 0.773 Zl (5) - 5.4(11.1) 

5E - 0.82' '2(5) • 10.6 (11.1) 

DF - SO '3(5,50). 1.7(2.41) 

64Q1 - 79Q4 '.(15) • 23.9 (25.0) 

's(13) • 14.6(22.4) 

Stationary State Solution 
pi. 

ln W. • 1.0(la po. + ln~ - lnP) - 0.08 ln (---) + 0.93'p.a. 

+ S.20 
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The equation reported in Table 3 is rich in dynamic terms, 

but all that influences earnings in the end is the value 

of manufacturing output, from which is deducted a small 

relative input price effect, and an effect of the population 

of working age. WhUst the latter tera 18 important in 

the very long run for total employment, it bears little 

relationship to the behaviour of .. nufacturing employment 

over this short period. Consequently, a U.e trend 18 required 

to represent the additional effect of labour-.aving productivity 

gains. 

In the short-run the dynamics are very complicated with 

two difference teraa each of output prices, output per head 

of population of working age, percentage unemployment and 

relative non-labour input prices. There are also transitory 

effecta of lagged consumer prices and lagged manufacturing 

employment on earnings. One abvious ar.a of concern i. 

whether the complicated dynamic structure is real or induced 

by failure to take account of .iaultaneous relationships 

between earnings, prices and output. The testa neces.ary 

to establish this have yet to be carried out, but one factor 

which runs counter to the simultaneity explanation is the 

perverse sign of the current term in output price inflation. 

If simultaneity were a problem, one would expect this term 

to carry a strong positive coefficient. However, there 

is no convincing explanation of the negative .ign either. 

The autocorrelation, heteroscedaatic1ty and forecast teat. 

all proved .atisfactory. This presents the dilemma that 

on a .ingle equation bad. the equation cannot eaaily be 

rejected. Bowever, in a full model context, problema arise 

on account of the implausibly large reduction in earnings 

growth which i. predicted for the immediate future. 
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a) Employment 
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The first regression in Table 4 contains the controversial 

term in the female participation rate, F. Although significant, 

to be included properly it must also be exogenously determined. 

In other words, to defend ita inclusion in this equation, 

the theory must adduce, for example, sociological and demogra

phic reasons for the increase in female participatio~ If the 

true cause of the aignificant effect implies a tautolo,y, 

such as that the government was anxious to comply with equal 

pay and opportunity legislation, then the complete IIOdel 

must be specified. 

In the second regression the problem is sidestepped by excluding 

r alto,ether and adopting a different specification. The 

new variable, Cg, represents .. neral goverlUllent expenditure 

on labour at constant wa,e and pension rates. One would 

expect a very close relationship between C, and Lg even 

that there ai.ht be a fixed coefficient identity between 

them, but thb is not the case. In fact, changes in composition 

of the pubUc: administration (and local authority) labour 

force has guaranteed significant divergences between the 

two series and the lona-run adj us tment term 1s poorly 

determined. 

The advanta,e of a .pecification whicb includes Cg is that 

it allows the ,overmaent to directly influence the level 

of employment 'in public adainbtraUon. The earlier regression 

doe. not, and in.tead regards the volume of expenditure 

a8 beina better approximated by a time trend over the period 

1963-1975, and by a constant thereafter. The argument underlying 

tbis alternative is that the pre-1975 period contained le,i'

lation which bad definite employment consequences (e.,. equal 

pay, reorganisation of local lovernaent), whilst the emphasis 

of later year. ba. been to economi.e on the cost of the 

public sector. On balance, the inclu.ion of C, ' a reco,n1sed 
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Public Admini.tration 

a) Employment 
Table 4A 

(1) AlnL
9t

• - 0.306 + 0.346 41nLgt_1 + 0.267 AlnLgt_ 3 
(4.6) (3.7) (3.7) 

+ 0.034 A 2 lnWgt_ 2 + 0.0096 ~l)UMMY 7403 

(2.9) (5.4) 

- 0.1007 11\( L9/P) t-2 + 0.1314 r t 
(4.7) (3.2) 

R2 • 0.741 

• SE • 0.23\ 

+ 0.00055 (t - t75) 

(4.0) 

Zl(5) 

Z2 (5) 

• 1.0 

• p.l 
OF • 56 Z3(5,56). 2.59 

6401 - 7904 Z4 (8) • 7.6 

Z5(14) • 9.9 

• 10,000 people (at the mean) 

Stationary State Solution 

InLg • 1.0 1n P + 1.305 r - 3.04 
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(11.1' 

(11.1) 

(2.38) 

(15.5 

(23.7) 



Tab1. 4B 

(11) tS In Lgt • - 0.374 + 0.582 A ln Lgt- 1 
(1.3) (6.6) 

R2 • 0.738 

• SE • 0.2lt 

Dr • 52 

64Q2 - 79Q4 

+ 0.132 4ln L9t + 0.154 61n Cgt 

(1.7) (4.0) 

- 0.036 ~ In Wgt- 4 + 0.0121 A DUMMY 7403 

(2.2) (6.6) 

- 0.0373 
(1.3) 

- 0.00368 ln ut - l 
(2.0) 

+ 0.00005 t· + 0.002 01 + 0.0013Q3 

(1.3) 

'1 (S) • 1.S (11.1) 

Z2(5) • 14.3(11.1) 

Z3(5,52) • 2.2(2.40) 

Z4(11) • 9.1(19.7) 

ZS(12) • 12.1(23,7) 

• 10,000 ptopl. (at tht lIl.an) 

Stationary State Solution 

ln L, • 1.0 ln C, + 1.0 In P - 0.099 ln u 

+ (0.4.' p.r annum) 

wh.r. Cg • CCGE(l - RYECPA) + CLAlll - RYECHE) 
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control or policy variable, is a much more attractive option 

from a full-model perspective. The other advantages of 

the second regression are that the forecast performance 

is rather better, with the Chow test at least being accepted 

at the 95% level, and that the unemployment term enters 

significantly, representing the "discouraged worker" effect. 

What is also lntereating is that the lagged difference term 

in real public earnings carries the expected negative sign 

in the second regression. 

b) Earnings 

Although the full set of arguments contained in specification 

(8) were entered in the unrestricted regression. most of 

these were insignificant and were deleted in the course 

of successive coefficient reltriction testl. The regression 

,ives overwhelming importance to the behaviour of manufacturing 

earninls and any further work on this equation would probably 

restrict the dependent variable to be the ratio of public 

administration to aanufacturlDiearnings, ,iven theinatantaneous 

response profile implied by the lagged ratio teras in conjunction 

with the dynamic terms. The only other significant effects 

were the other employaent costs terms. in both changes and 

levels, and a perverse effect of the change in unemployment. 

The only justification for the latter term would seem to 

be the reasoning that increasing unemployment puts pressure 

on the government to relax fiscal and monetary policy, thua 

permitting faster ,rowth of nominal wages. One of the disap

pointinl aspects of this equation is the failure to identify 

any evidence of a reaction function in ter1l8 either of un

employment or the cyclically-adjusted borrowinl requirement. 

The forecasting performance of the equation is adequate 

although both tests were narrowly failed. In any further 

work, more effort would be applied to the detection of incomes

policy induced deviations of public sector earnings from 

manufacturinl, and alao to the hypothesis that both tertiary 

and manufacturing eamin,l influence public sector earnings. 



b) EarDiD._ Table 5 

alDW,t • -0.0494 + 0.4458 AlDW.t 1 
(3.4) (1.3) -

12 • 0.887 

BE • 1.8~ 

DF • 51 

UQ1 - ?fQ4 

+ 0.4587 42 1DW.t_1 + 0.1029 41DU t _1 (2.2) (2.7) 

- 0.2089 A1DOC,t + 0.0217 A1Dbt 
(1.9) (0.7) ) 

+ 1.1008 61n(Lca/L,)t - 0.2708 lD(~ 
(1.4) (2.8) w;;; t-l 

- 0.1399 1D (!.) -0.02098 1D oC,t_4 
(1.8) W; t-4 (2.3) 

+ 0.0823 6 DUMMY 1975 Q1 - 0.0081 Q1 + 0.0077 Q3 
(5.1) (1.3) (1.2) 

Zl(S) - 1.33 (11.07) 
Z2(5) -13.,3 (11.07) 

13 (S,51) - 2.49 (2.41) 
14 (13) • IB.5 (22.4) 

Z,(12) • 8.0 (21.0) 
Stationary State Solution 

In " • 1.0 in 'm - 0.051 In OC, - 0.120 
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Primary and Residual Tertiary 

a) Employment 

The equation in Table 6 was one of the IDOst encouraging 

of all the results in that despite the lack of variability 

of the series for residual sector employment, aeveral well

determined coefficienta were estimated. In the 'steady 

state', employment is determined by population, in C01DlDOn 

with each of the other catel0rie., retail .ales voluM, 

the real interest rate and the real level of unemployment 

benefit. In the short run, the female participation ratio 

and the unemployment rate each have the expected signs, 

but other _ployment cost. does not. The forecasting and 

autocorrelation properties of this equation are lood and 

the Breusch-Pagan test is also passed satisfactorily. 

The .iln of the real intere.t rate sUliests that the dominant 

effect on thi8 .ector allOq.t tho.e rai.ed in Section I 

is that implied by Itockholdinl behaviour. Althoulh the 

effect is not nuaerically larse, there i8 evidence that 

as the COlt of holding stock. rises, so employment in 

distributive and .ervice industries i. reduced. 

The aipificance of the real benefit level, b, came as a 

.urpriae and one must be wary of placing too much confidence 

in the .ize of the esUmated coeffiCient. The equation 

implie. that a 20% reduction in benefit, auch as that produced 

by the abolition of Earnings Related Supplement, would eventually 

increase _ployaent in the residual sector by over 3%, or 

over 300,000 people. 

The combination of the three preferred employment equations 

in Tables 2,41 and 6 provides" a fairly comprehensive represen

tation of the argument. forwarded in section I. Tax and 

benefit rate. are poorly represented but it 11 questionable 

whether one should expect to observe significant aggregate 
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Primary I Re.1dual Tertiary 

. a) Employment 

Table, 

/J In Lrt • - 0.202 + 0.118 A ln Lrt- l 

R2 • 0.70' 

* SE • 0.3lt 

DF • 54 

64Q2 - 7904 

(4.5) (1.3) 

+ 0.513 Aln 't + 0.0296 61n oCrt 
(5.5) (2.6) 

- 0.0324 1n ut - 0.U5 1ft (ttlP) t-2 

(3.2) 4.2) 

+ 0.0277 1ft RSVt _l - 0.d198 In bt 
(4.7) 

• 6.l(ll.1) 

• 1.8(9.5) 

Z3(4,54. 0.4(2.6) 

Z4(9) • 9.4(16.9) 

Z5(14) • 22.0(23.7) 

• 33,'00 people (at the ",ean) 

Stationary Stat. Solutioe 

1n Lr • 1.0 1n p + 0.24 1n RSV - 0.0038 rr 

- 0.173 1n b - 1." 
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effects given the microeconomic nature of labour supply 

decisions. 

A final observation is to record the disparity between the 

speeds of adjustment to the steady state implied by private 

and public sector employment equations. It is true that 

equation 4A has • larger absolute adjustment coefficient, 

but the doubt over that specification obviously carries 

over to all the coefficients. 

b) Earnings 

Residual sector earnings follow manufacturing earnings much 

less closely than public sector earnings. Instead the regression 

in Table 7 attaches areater weight to consumer prices in 

the determination of the earnings of the mostly private 

tertiary sector. The volume of retail sales has an extra

ordinarily large impact on earnings, but .t the index only 

applies to a part of the sector, it is possible to reconcile 

this with a stable model. It would be preferable, however, 

if there were some counterbalancing effect from another 

constituent activity. Pinally, the negative real interett 

rate effect observed for employment 11 encountered again 

but with Uttle quantitative importance. A five percent 

real interest rate <ex post) implies a level of real earnings 

1.8% lower than a zero real rate of interett. The single 

equation tests were passed eaSily, and whilst there is plenty 

of room for improvement the equation is judged satitfactory. 
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b) Earning. Tabl. 7 

41n Wrt • - 1. 653 + 0.1164 3 In Wrt- 1 
(5.9) (1.3) 

- 0.74~ln Lrt- 2 - 1.056~ln't 
(1.8) (2.3) 

- 0.506 1n(~) - 0.193 ln (Wif} 
(4.1) pc t-1 (1.3) ~ ;It-1 

+ 0.476 In asvt + 0.386 ln asv
t
_

1 
(3.0) (2.4) 

- ?OO253 ('It + 0.0072 01 

(3.1) (1.4) 

R2 • 0.432 
. 

'1 (5) • 3.6 (11.1) 

SE ·1.7U Z2 (5) • 5.3 (11.1) 

DF • 54 Z3(5,S4).0.7 (2.4) 

6401 - 7904 '4 (10) • 11.6 (18.3) 

Zs (12) • 17.0 (21.0) 

StatiOnary State Solution 

In Wr • 0.724 In pc + 0.276 In Wm + 1.23 asv - 0.OO363Pr 

- 2.368 
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IV Concluding Remarks 

The objective of this paper was to explore the reduced form 

neoclassical labour market model at a less aggregative level 

than in Beenstock and Warburton (1980). The advantage of 

using quarterly data lies in the additional degrees of freedom, 

but thia does not necessarily imply much of a gain if this 

is not accompanied by extra data variability. Any straight 

line can be used to derive an explanation of another straight 

line. 

As far as the ellpirical results are concerned, most of the 

original hypotheses have ,ained a measure of support. In 

addition to indicators of demand, cOllpetitiveness effects 

we're observed for manufacturing, demographic effects for public 

administration and real interest rate and real benefit effects 

for the priaary and private tertiary aector. 

The next step in the research would be to incorporate the 

six-equation system into a full econo_tric .adel. At this 

sta,e, one tentative attempt haa been made to do thia in 

the context of the London Business School model. However, 

rather than proceed with detailed simulationa it waa felt 

that a re-examination of at least two of the original equations 

was called for. The weaknesaea that emer,ed from the whole 

model analysia atemmed froll two sources. Firatly the drastic 

decreaae in real earnings ,rowth that was impHed by the 

low levels of output at the end of the estimation period 

and secondly, aOlle ambi,uities concerning the role of the 

female participation variable in the model. The lat ter 

problem is rather deep-seated, in that it is not clear whether 

the public sector expanded its employment of women in the 

early seventies as a deliberate policy, or whether WOmen 

increased their participation because of the hi,her differential 

earnin,s that were offered following the lelblation of 

1970. The resolution of thb proble. requires that both 

phenomena be explained, not juat the rise in public employment. 
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APPENDIX A 
O.t. D.finitions and Sourc.s 

L 

u 

P 

Q 

w 

t 

• 

pc 

r 

Employ •• s in employment, UK in thousand.; 
Deparym.nt of Employm.nt G.zette and H.M. Tre •• ury. 
(Subscript d.not.1 the •• ctor conc.rned) 
P.rc.nt.g. unemployment r.t., UK, •••• on.lly .d
jUlt.d excluding school l •• ver,; D.p.rtm.nt of Em
ployment Gaz.tt •• 
Re.l int.r.,t r.t. d.fin.d by the formula. 

(& -~ln,.) Intere,t r.t. u,ed w., the minimum 
Lending Rat. (' p ••• ), Bank of England Qu.rterly 
Bull.tin. 
UK popul.tion of working .g., thou •• nd" Inter
polat.d from Annual Ab,tract of Stati.tic •• 
OUtput index, 1975 - 100, Economic Tr.ndl Annu.l 
Supplement. (Sub.cript denote. the •• ctor). 
Pric. index of manufactured output, UX, 1975 - 100; 
Econom1c Tr.nd. Annual Suppl".nt. 
World pric. index of manuf.ctur., .xpr •• ,ed in 
world currency, 1975-100; Con.truct.d ., an 18-
country tr.d.-w.ight.d av.r.g. of OECD country 
pric. indic ••• 
Nomin.l •• rning, per employ •• index, 1975-100: 
Economic Tr.nd. Annu.l Supplement .nd H.M. Tre.sury 
(Sub.cript d.not., the s.ctor). 
R.al Wag. index for manufacturing, 1975 • 100; 
Con.tructed a. (WmfPOm). 
Linear time trend, 1955Q1 - 1, etc. 
OK .ff.ctiv. rat., 1975 - I, Economic Tr.nd • 
Annual Supplem.nt and LBS calculation, u.ing period 
.v.rag. d.ta from Int.rnational Financial Statistics 
Conlum.rl' Expenditur. D.flator, '1.K, 1975- 1; 
Economic TRendl (by calculation). 
Pric. index of inputs to UK m.nufacturing industry, 
1975 - 1.0, Economic Tr.nd. Annual Supplement. 
F.mal. Participation R.tio, proportion; Departm.nt 
of Employment G.z.tt. and Annual Abstr.ct of 
St.tiltic •• 
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Ql,Q2,Q3 

B 

Linear time trend, 1975Ql • 1, etc. 
General government expenditure on employment and 
pension incomes at constant wage and pension levels: 
constructed from the Blue Book and data supplied by 
H.M. Tresury as follows. 

Cg • CCGE(l - RYECPA) + CLAE(l - RYECHE) 
where CCGE and CLAE are 1975 volume expenditures on 
wages abd other employment costs for central govern
ment and local authority; RYECPA and RYECHE are 
the corresponding fractions of total employment in
come attributable to pensions for Central government 
and local authorities. 
Quarterly dummies. 
Other employment costs per employee index for 
residual sector, 1975 • 1; constructed from Economic 
Trends Annual Supplement. 

RSV Retail Sale. Vol~e index, 1975 • 100; Economic 
Trend. Annual Supplement. • 

b Real benefit entitlement including Earnings Related 
Supplement of a married man with no children, 1975 

per week; Social Security Stati.tics. 
DUMMY 74Q3: Dummy variable for 1974 Q3. 

9 

r 

t 

Operator. 
ln 

A 
An 

Manufacturing 
Public Administration and the Health and Education 
functiona of Local Authoritie •• 
Primary and Re.idual Tertiary Sector 
Time in quarter. 

Natural logarithm 
Fir.t difference 
n-per1od d1fference 
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APPENDIX B 

'copometric diasnostic tests 

Zl (p) 

Z .. (t) 

Lagrange Multiplier teat againat significant auto

correlation to degree p. 

Chi-squared forecaat teat over the succeeding 

q quartera. 

Chow teat for model constancy over the full period 

(r+s) againat the restricted period (r) 

Breusch -Pagan heteroacedasticf test with t 

regreaaors (including the constant). 

Ljung-Box test * for autocorrelated residuals 

to degree u. 

* adjusted for amall samples. 
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on. e.t_t1Ca .. CU'Z'18d out U81III 8UIcle equat1cD ~ for 

tile cprterlJ data ~ the pc1.Gd 1170 Ql to 1111~, ~ tlw 

""""'. aD q\IoU"tez'8 for p::.t -.u u.tmc. ~ of tile 
de:f1A1UOM aDd DIZ"C88 of 1:be data c:u be fQllld iD tlw 1nM"d'.... 'lbe 

e.tu.t1clD pc1.od ... ~ to iDclude cbwa .at1ca8 trca 1t'7O Del 

an, befon 8tC'Uac .. aetu&ll, flDatmc. ca tlw II'QUIII8 'tba't c:ndIa 

iD tbe BNttcI1 Wooct. .,.. .... allwd.1 ..nd8Dt ad tlw eftect1 ... rate 

for 8tC'UDc" DDt CCIWtUt ~ U- two,.an. "'.'. witb 
cal, 3& data poiDta. it ....s ...sbl. to tz'J for DO.:lIN tba adDle 
~ of tlw __ 1. 01,. tbat tlw ftatic lII*1f1caUCD, ( 1.) 

requ1nd tile ..u.t1cD of ~S ~, ~lJ tbe ~c mct.l 
tom 1IQI1d Nq\I1l'e tbat all tlw ~ of treedcIII be U8Id up. I9ID .0, 

oCbe data ...... t1cD pn:i = .1. alaIe ct. DDt JIl'O'f1de .acQIb 1IafaIat1cD 

to ~ tlw ~ eftec:ta of b1Ibl7 oolllDlu' ~1aC 
tu. ..n. ncr.. J. 8UCh .. nlat1". ... ~ ad ral iDe .1. 
lD II 'd. to __ de:fee1bl..~" r.tnctu.. ca u..:xIel. our 
&tteat1ClD 1.-.1tably tun.l to the 1I!IlllcatioM of ~ 8tUd1_ of 

MBet daIaDd fuDct1C118. '!be ""1'01 of .ndece bta tlw ~--.r 
period aua-ta & l.ca8o-J'UD ~ relat1grwb1p betw •• ~ 8tOCD 

lad pr1c:. lad bl:twa. u.t IItoCD aDd ral 1zM:Da. .. u-.u.l&te 

~ -a-tecl ZWIIlt8 1Jrto ~te CCIJIb1Daticm of 'fV1ablea 
'1b18 puIIIlt8 ,. to ta.t d1Z'ectl, tlw ~ tbat tbe ......... rate 

18 bl:ac&tD0U8 w1tb J-.-:t to ,.1&t1". ... t -.ocIra ad tbat tlw ~ 

elut1c1ti_ of ...,. ad bCadI at laB aDd Ibz'OIod are equal. We IIDte 

tbat au- (U'71), iD tbe CCIlta1: of a Iltat1c b1l&tC'al ......... ftte 

8peC1f1~, .tIocS1ed a:ilJd.lar zraatnct1caa \I8Uc a...,.. aal,aa 
wbidl IllCJll8d na1bl. ~Wty UII1t8 UQIIId tlw pr1ar ~ 
...:w.. ,turt:Mr a pr10ri ~ CCMt:ra1Dt _ IIIPlJ 18 tbat, 

IpaJ't f1'CID 1D tlw cu:rnat par1cd, tlw 1D~ rate eftectll of .., 

ad bc:Iada CID tlw ~ rate are ...ad to be equal for ct..t1c 
lad fON1cD ... t8. Occu1OD1ll, III CIAJfX'tUD1tJ an- for tlw 
NllDt1Cll of tt.. ~ NIItJ'1ctu.., but iD tlw -.1ar1ty of 

1M NpOrtecl reczew1caa tile 0. aDd world ~ ba". * beID 
·tz.lJut~ 
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_ u. ill *1c:b p,b11ebecS ~ 11'" tlZ' 1_ I'd"'DCe 18 CD U. 

~a of tbe MldDD 111 lAaItIa tbat R:Iul4 be ..... ·2dwed ill .-tDat1lll 
tile z.cta of ..,.,. .. ra~ ad price. to ... t"". At U. 
r18k of ~ ~ ~ pc10d - haft PNfwnd to UCl_ l..
of 1 ,.u" ill ~ cue of tbe ..,..... rate. 1Iltcwt rue. _ 1Wl 
~ _ ~ to 2 ,.uw ill u. cue of nlaU". ...c nocIII 1a tile 

~ 1'III'..saa taa.. ID tbe caatat of 1:be 1II.........u-s 
np-w1cu. _ '""'. u. .w.d.v It&te poperU_ of till ~t1OD 
_. follawUlc II1a:ID _ &.Ir7 (1180). ana. till data to "-t .... 

tile dpaI1c 8'tzw:tun of tile .-1.. ott. t-. dl.ta4t.mdDed 

d1:tfer.ce t-. In quite QCIIIal1cated ad d1U1cul.t to juIt1fJ CD a 

pI1ar1 ~. Jar ~. a laic dU1...aoe waa CD I"e1aUft Ial., 
8tIOCb ~ ill .. equatJeaa ClZ"J'7Uc a ''pc ... '' pgeU ... Cp • 

....... it muld be Wl"OIII to cU-1• 8UCb aD effect w.ltbout ..ubl1eb1,. 

f1ntl7. tbe 8bIpe of tbe ~ed Up,,_ J"IIIIXlII8 patb. taIcU:II &U 

ref ...... to till ftZ'1abl.- CQIICIIrMd 1ato ~. IIId ..,.....,7. teft1JII 
1Ibetbc tJa equat1ca d;7Dim:I.c. In .-itlw to 1:be ...u p.-2od cbcee. 

It Imti buw ... be 0CD0edId 1:bat CD oacudcu, ad """"U,1a ..u :' •. 
Kt ' .. c:a., ftI'1Ibl.. ''III:IRWaI ~ .. tIbat wauld 

~ be l.arp equ&t1cD Z"M1c1ew ' e. 

Jggs-ftm Portfollo .. ' '!f' 

IIl'llable 1 _ ..... Itt .-taw. of tm-. "fW81cu of equa.UQD ( 8) 

ill Wb1ct1 tbI 0Dl7 z.l ~ to be 1Dclud.s In NlaUft z.l jD~. 
on. 9U'1aD1:a dIIr1ft fna ~ a IdXtUI'I of ..., _ bcIDdI to 

~.,...,. till .lic1t IE 1c:q-I'UD pric. ~. fttbR tbID..., cml.7. 
IDd freD --1~UDI tbe IGtUl. terlAS pr1ae ~ fer till warld ..., 

M:ocIt (PC'tmit of (U> CD tbe ~ that cae aould zoicud warld 
price. .. ~ to ~.~Mt2aa of till IE ..... I'&te. 

'!be n.alt8 an ~ ill 'CUI' I~, J'iNtlJ. 1a-* 
~ 1IIPcl __ wrt \V1abl. tate w.ltZl 81ID1f1eaDt pmU.,. 
ocoett1dAate. .. rw18t tbe ~1ClD of ~1111 to 1dIat1fJ tZl18 
IUtClirtp..s.W beba1c:m wttb .., pG't1culU' -.t:bod of ~iau 

f=-.tiClll. Ill •• ' 2"C to ~ tbe ccx.t11:u.ta of tbe N1evImt 
~~' laf.,.,.UcD 8ft _ 1ft DOt It UbC't7 to d18t1111"2eb betaKe 

ta. 1a GIll' equaUca 1IIb1cb 1ft ~ lnnk1'W.ud tberetare pu't of 

tile data .... aUQll p:r'OCIIaa.1IId tm. wb1cb are tCll'WlZ'd ,lco'dJll, tbat 18. 
IIU't of tbe tlll'peCtatScD ..... tiJlI ~.. hncadl,. tbIt tbe 
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baIII::ipDe1t)' ~~iCD bit SID tb& ad:IaIIp rat. aDd nlat1 .. a.et 

~u. pc" \ID1t of CD U ~1 acoIIPted U ..., cu.. 'Dd.rdl, 

tbat nlat1"" z.1 1nmzwe t:IIn7 tIM IDt1cjJ11.ted .~ U both ebart aDd 

kxIi-Nl U all cuee lad tSA&ll,1:Ut tbI uclua:S.cm of tbe ~1c 

bOaS MIFP11 CICD~ aip111C1Dtl, to tbe JICMW of equ&Uca 18 09W lAo 
~ UI ~ed wiCbt of 121 u tb& nduced fCIIID 1K pr1ce ~. 

~. 1: Bu1c ~ of IquatUil Spec1f1c:aticD <. I) w:t~a:41.f 1M,! 

Steadr Stat. PJop .. t1. 
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Equ&t1clD lC : 

t.lDSt • -0.027 + 0.379 6 .. laSt-1 + 0.366 61aSt -4 
(0.1) (2.8) (2.0) 

4().78 r hC,IP">t-2 -lh('IP">t-e - IhC'IP">t-e1 
(4.') t.: 'J 
-0.21 61lD<fIP.,>W + 0._ 6lD<I)t a2 .0., 
(1.5) y (2.2) IE • 0:0214 
-0.885 AlA(t:)t-l + 0.838 ilJIP. t-3 Q(8) • 1.0(1&.5) 
(2.4) • (1.0) Uf(5) • U.5(U.l) 
-0.117 h(S, 11..) + 0.385 lAtH.) a..c8,.) • 4.1(3.8) 
(4.2) r. Y t-l (2.0) 'B t-l 

+1.087 h(t:)t-3 
(5.0) w 

Iquat1clD lC S : 

laS • -0 •• lD4) - 0 •• lA(,) + lAP. 
y Y 

+1.34 hC, ) - 0.03 - 1.083 AlAC!:) 
w w 

on. .... 1oD of tbe axt.l wb1c:b u... warld pn.o. ClC) sa ~l, 

1iIfer1Or Ul ~ C'l"Or' t.-- to lB, aDd tbe l"U8CID .-n to be tbe 

lack of pwc'.1C11 atucbecS to tbe co.ff1c1ct of tbewarld price 1..al U 1M . . 
lq-paeral1.8ed racr..tcz. '1'be pNdict1ft perlomw"Olt of all tine 

~t1ca OIIW tbe period lS79 Ql to lS80 Q2 sa ~, W1Ul.a'CaC 

~ of a ~ 1nIt at tbe tad of tbe --.:ale pc1Gd -a-tecl by 
a ~ of tbe OIOW te.t Witb ~ relevut _ l-ctat1ft1c. 1M 

dCree to 1Ib1c:b theM 1IDde18 wculd b&ft UDCIwpred1ctecl tbe ~ 

.""'" rate Ul lI1<1-l98O aD tbe bMU of aU otMr equat1.CID 1iIfCIIDt1.CID 
11~ 18 CClDta.1DerS Ul' Table u.. It 18 warth p:>1Dt1!ll out tIat wb&t_ 

'1b:Uld :all, l1IIIt to te8t 18 ~ 1:1» !t!!d: .u~ of equat1oa8 

tllddb1t p* ...,18 ftab1l1t}'. lD the .ark tbat foJ..l.oR It 18 clear 

tbat ~c UlIn:ab1l1tJ 18 pr II IDt at ftrtUIll, ."., ___ Ul the 

e.tat1oD ~, IIId tbat tbc'e 18 load nuaD to ..,.ct tbat tbe 

~ te.t8 wUl be f..u.l. We.a1t a OCfII'C'Ible t.t ot till .-tIb1l1tJ 
of ~ 8t&te pl0pwt.ie8. 

Before d~"wCDI tbt ~ rate NCl,ta Ul Table 2 am-. Iullf, a POUlt 
of .. ~c a.tb)dDlCD 18 DeC] .,.,. 1Ib1lJrt U. Dlftecl equat1cal .u 
to lC .... d8r'1v.d b-aD wzwtr1cted fOl1ll8, tbt '",.rCII. of 

t.be dICr .. of f1"eedcD preble 'pre9lDtecl U8 frt. r.pe&t1lll till ~ for tbe 
.... CCIII'l1c:ated 1DSela. ID ~, .. Dee't'tbe UltcWt rat. ctJuIIlci. .. 
frc:III a partially UZI.%'Wt1"1cted fonD Ul wb1cb tbe re.trictecl·VU'1ab18 ClClli)WUC. 
b-aD Table 1 &Z"8 -.ct. III adapt_ tb1I pl"OCeduzw _ aUt tbe .-:i!Ft1Cll tbat 

U. dJDMIlc ~ of tbe fUwt __ 1 18 iDdIIpe'Wit of till ~ ~ 
ottbe add1t1oD&l VIZ'~ with reepect to the dllpcdct 'IU'1ab1e. 
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Tabl.1£ : PNdiet1cD C'MN freD tbe !CN&t1cu 

IquaUCD 

1£ 

18 -13.1 
lC -11.t 

2& - 1.4 
2B -11.t 

3l + 1 • .0 
3B - 0.1 

~ +11.1 

• + '.7 
4C • 1.7 

., DlPti.,. .~ 1Dd1cate8 ~ct1CG 

1 
1 
J 
] 

.u table 1 equat1cas but 
'DCl"d'. relativ. IIbart 
- laic 1D~ r&t_ 

a.l.ati" ~ 8toc:a 
Bel.ati.,. JIeIl lD~ 

~r&t. 

Noftb Sea 011 et1ect8 

.~ tarecut8 .... __ UNII1.aI tbt l..Igw:t value of tbt -Chi •• r&t. 

JmoIID .. _11 .. tbe actual ftlu. of tbt ftZ"1abl_ CD tbt npt-1IIDd 

81de of 1:be ~t1cc. 
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III Table 2 .. pl"UeDt Mt:1ml.~ 01. ~ bu1e feaD of Z'.-_1ca ..-ztad 
by both 1Ibtrt- mSlaII-tcm 1D~ rata ettecta. b f~ 
bi4llfat ~tII of thI cap1ta11CCCU1lt of tM balance of ~1:8, 

wb1le the latter diIZ'1v. fl'aIl ~ 1Dcl'- fit tM qlIlOI"t:UD1t)' 0Qft of 

boldUll ~ frail eql&t1al \ 5 ) • It 18 J'IIC'qZ'1wS 1:bat duriDI tbe 
.-tjat1oD pc10d the OlD rate of 1A~ em tM ~l1Dc 113 .toct _ 
DDD-aeZ'O IIDd tbcwfc:n to m. cctet tbI etfecta 1ft ~. 

lquatiara 2& CODtaSu four ftfenaoee to iIlt.--t ru... III tbe 

fUwt place the c:urz.t pc"'1od c:bIuIp 1A .... Id IIbart 1Atcwt ~ 

(taIDm .. aca-cu to tbe lK ..,.". ... rate) carr1ee a MPt1 .. ap, 
1ItI1c::b 18 ~t with * ~ta11CCOU1lt ~t. 1Ibat 18 lDtezwtlllc 

18 tlat tbe two ~ 0Z'dc t.ater.t 1'ILte etfeeta both at lac CDe, .... 

owom.te .s.-. 'DI1a ~t 18 1IltcpNted .. IqIp:lI"t tar tbe ~ 
tb&t tbe atemrfn'DtI of IbQzot IDd lq-l'QIl ~ ratea 1DIl, iq)Uc1t1" 

~ 1Aflat1em ra~, d1Uer. on. r-.poue of tbt ........ rate to 

laac 1Ater.t ra~ 18 CCIIMIi8tat with thI pttoUo be]· ..... 1IIfol,.s., 
1A wb1cb tbe opport1m1't7 ~ of bold1A1..., c:arrs.. a IlillPt1 ... .sp 
1A 2IId1V1dual ~ ~:uacw:aa. '!be ~V1our of IbI::lft-tcII 

1D~ 1'IL~ 18 qu1te dUfC'eDt Dply.lac tb&t tbe c.p1t&l acccamt 

Z'MP""'" IUCb IIIlIr'e ~ to Il. Wonat1oD aDd taa. acccuat 01. tbe 

1DIIt1tut1C1l1l 8t1,*,n_ of prtce 1Atlat1aD 111 the 8bort-ruD. 

~ 2: Eat_~ of 19uat1cll Spec1f1e&t1ara ( 8 ) 

!utrDmted bT 1Dtezwt rate etfect8 
Bquat1aD 2l : 

y 
4lA'!1t - -0.046 + 0.417 6lDSt -2 - 1.006 6lD (!':)t-1 

(3.8) (3.') (3.4) • 

. <to.as! 6ilDtL't:>t-2 - 1.473 AIIIIS. 
(1.5> 2 .... '. (2.8) 2 t 

~:~ 6 (RS-aS,,>t-l -(~::f 6 Il~t-l 

-0._ lDcB'I-tt:>t 1 - 0.247 D(~t-4 
(7.4) -. • - (1.0) 

y 
+1.031 lD(Y:)t-3 
(5.5) • 

Iquat1aD 2l S : 

lid - - lDci-tt:> • 2.12 lD(i:) - 3.10 6IlRB. ... . . 
- 0.51 Il(~ - 2.06 6lD(t:) - 0.084 

• 
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a- 0.0172 
Q(8) • 10.4(15.5) 
Ul(S)-10.7(U.l) 
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1'oquat1Q1 • S : 
.. :r y 

lA' • - lIs(rJt:) + 1.11 lIs{!:) - 0.71 D(lB-III,,> 

" " " y 
- 2.11 AIlE. - 2.33 ilD(y:) - 0.08 

• • 

. Y 
4~t • -0.03 - O.ZM A,lDSt-l • o.m Aslla --~)W 

(l.I) (1.') (5.').. • 

-0.14.1 Alls Cf=)t_l • 1.1G ADRSt _1 ('.2) • ('.0) 

-O.5l.3 42D8Swt_l - o.~ 1A<'~+-)t_l 
(2.') ('.') •• y • <to._ lIs{V:)t-3 - 1.7" D lISt 
(1.5) • (3.') 

~;:~ D as. t-l 

~. 0.151. 
•• 0.0172 
Q(8)ta13.2{lS.5) 
Ul(5)tal'.9{1l.1) 
CbQI(8.25)ta10.8{3.8) 

~. 0.83 
IE·O.OUO 
Q(I)18 .1(U.5) 
~5) • '.7(11.1) 
~8 •• >-20.1(3.e) 

..... • dIDo~ tm IDdcpDcIua ftZ"1Ible CD tbe l1Ibt-bad e1dIt 

lquaticll ac s : 

lIaS • - lD(JL~) • 0.12 lIsCt:) - '.83 D .. 
1Ir'~ • 

• S.lI D IS - 2.373 Alia (1-) • 3.22 AldIS 
• J. 

- l.t! 6DRS. - 0.085 
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ID equat1c:m 28. ..... tIoaI* lin iDcl\DIc1. WI fiDeS cal, & .tIart J'UD Nej:" res. 

1D tb1a equatiaa. By caDuut wttb equat1c:ID IA. it 18 CDl., IIbt:n

~ rau. tbat ... tUr 1D both tbe ebar't UId lCIII-nm. ao.vw 
it mould be DDt'*11:bat tbe eurNDt pc"1ad AlDCf,> eff-=t CINld be 
1Dterpreted as a ~c 1D~ rate dUfenat1&l etf-=t. S1Dae 
tbeu lcaI-nm detezldAlDte lin .,wdl.,.. it 18 DOt 1QJ1:r1GzlC tat 

equ.at1ca 2& UId a ... 1deUcallrtlDdU'Cl tnOl'8. ~ ita apr1ar 
~t1C1l p1'qI8l't1_. «ZU&tiaD 2& 18 prefC'Nd, altbr::lQlrb tbe 

CCIII8taDC)' of tbe a:ldel oat81dI tile· ~ peri~ 18 Z'eJ-=t1d ill both CUI8. 

We baft ... CDl7 a tcaD ~ at m.wtazww.w equatic:m ~t1aa 
at tbe :lDtenct1aa bet ... 1D~ rau. aDd tile...,.",. rate. 
'Jb1a toak tbe fCllal of two ~ 1... 8q'I.aZW .-t:llat1aa of tbe CIDftDt 

pc10d ~c ~ rate eUecta .... tbe IOfWIWW' 'a 
~ ~ .. a pi0j)C4 t1aa of Dat1C1l&l 1Dcca. aDd tbe rate 
of Il'OWtb of JII"1-tel, held bc:IDck .... tIM ~ 1D t.be t1nt Rap. 'DIe 
re.&lta Crwpz I .!*! bin. b2 eqwLt¥la Z) .... &cod ~ atatUt1cal. tea but tbe _u.t ~ e1ut1c:1.ty of dIIIIDd far..., at ... IIId 1tIraad .... G=-.l.:r 
II1Ib. at ..... 8 far tK ~ rateI ad S.2 fCIr· ... 14 ~t nte. . 

.l ~ W1tb tbe ~ta f.raD .-pUett atud1_ of tK cS.aDd fer 

...., tuDct1C1111. .. ~ CIl pp 136-8 of Q)F"a C1IIO), nJ aled & 

Wide ~ betIC. t.be ~. AD .xpllDat1Ca for tb1a .., be att.lpted 

1D tenia of th ~tu. of toV -tzo1c ~ ..s lad of tbe 

data ~ ael.ected. law,.., 111 tbe lJcbt ot tbe .. 11 .... of tbt 

1A'tCWt elaat1C1tt. cbt&1Dld f:raD equ&t1cu 2& ad. .. WI .. nprd 

tbe ~ 1-.t 8qU&Ze8 n.Ilt wttb caut1aa, II'1II*'1'''' .. till 
~ of ~ CIaD1ItMCJ 09C' tilt JC10d lJ78Ql to l.JICQ2 18 0fW

.'JD1,.l:r Z'ejeCtad. 

ODe of tile prabl._ of aSltaM1t7 1D -U -...pl.e .-t:llat1cD Sa tbat, 

.usc. til ... Sa DO teat of tlt&t1aUcal CCIJ:I81ateDc:r, WI CID .... Uttl. 
1dIIa .. to tbt ~ to 1Ib1= .t_tee 1ft &ff-=ted b)' _~ 

'.:iJII.1l~ nlatu,n"'1~. M aD a~ to mfDfml_ tbI prcbl_ 
WI avoid tbe .. of CUZ'nDt dated 1IV1abJ.. CD tbe r1Ibt-blDd aide 
....... ,...1bl •. 
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Table 3: r..t1mate. of Equat10D Spee1f1cat1OD (3.1) lAcln d1 y 
Rortb Sea 011 varUb_ 

Jqua~ 3&8 : 

lDSt _· - lA(!-tt:> • 4.8 lA(t:) 
." . . 

+ 7.13 D(~ - o.3M 

Bqua.t1aD • S : . ... 

lASt • -0.838 lACI> - O.ltl lDCf> • lAC!:) • 

r · o.sa 
BE· 0.0200 
Q(1)-e.2 (lS.S) 
UI(5~.S(U.1) 

Cboi<I,27>-1.IC3.1) 

r. 0.711 
IE· 0.0134 
Q(I>-1I.8(la.6) 
1II(S>-18.1(11.1) 
Cboi<6,24>-4.SC3.1) 

Y .K'!IO£ Y 
+2.125 lAC!:) • 1.108 D("1£} - 0 •• 6lAC!:) - 0.081 

• • 
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It 1a &l.wap a b&zaJ'cIc:g ~ to cr,:IId)_ -.vwal 8t1"UIdI of tbeont1cal 

1IDAl781a 1DtO a GDIle e.tmated equat1cD, azd the pl'Obl. 1a at~ -.de 

aczte by tbe _un,. of tbe a'ftl1 eb1e data ..."... .... .. * 
--llinI --=- would be ~Wte 11 .. d1d JX)t at'ttlllJt to 1DtllP'&te, 
1D particular, the effeeta of 1D~ rates IDd N.S. 011 'IIJ'1abl_ 1Dto 
equ&t1Cla -S-1f1e&t1CI:l ( 14). lquatjcu U IDd G are tbe ~t_ 

.-t:Saued equat1cu, tbI d1at1DctSca bIIt .IID ~ be1Dr 1D tbI cm1ce 
of * ~dt cletezmiDaDta of * m pnce ~~! .. beten. 'DIe 
cc:apri8oD be~1Il tbe '-.., GalT' aDd ''IaI.,4IcDW' -*lI beo_ 
aue.l, ~ ft-.d apiut the tblclret1c&1 :t.:r ....... k ~ 

.tx:Ift. lD JlC't1cular, IqIat1cD U bu a 8't-.dJ ... t. 1Ib1cb _~ 

],q-l"UD iDtereft rate effeeta, IDd 1a tMl'efen z_po l.mtat1 ... of II:Idel 

( I), 1Ib1lft equatjaa 4B 1daat1ft. ID effect of tbe ~ IItocIl of 

bcad8 CD tbe ........ rate, a IWUlt 1Ib1cb 1a 1Dd1cat1 ... of tbll8lcoalJ.aed 
p:rtfoUo ""nce IKIdel of ( 8). 80th eqp&t1a:aa reject tba 1Dtcwt 

pu1 tJ III)del .. daacr1l:Iec1 by equat1cD ( 8a) • 

III a~ to z.cb & oczc:1 ..... re. cae mat tUia acccuDt of tbe 1.,.,Ued 
9&l.u. of tbe ftZ'UCtUNl ~ .. _11 .. ~ t..ua of ~1cD 

aDd PNd1CU'" pc1",...,..... Sud1 a .wU-c:r1tar1.& ~ 1a Iml1lD11, 
to y1eld u ~ ZMUlt IDd tbU 1a ccaf1m.d belCIIr. III t.-

of 1:be UIpl,1ecl ~ 'ftlu. of tbe .a'Uc:t\INl mdel CCIIlta1Md 1D 

\ 18 ), .. f1Dd t.be foll~ zwwlta. 

Tabl. 3& ~ Ibm ~ Panawten 

Israbo1 ... a1li1ll lquatiOD 4A EqutiOD 4. 
81 Ilucicity of the cunnt aCCClllllt 

vi til ~.~.ct to the ru1 Gcb .... 
rat. 0.10 0.14 

82 Iffect of r.latly. real GDP OD 
the cernt accOIIIlt 0.47 0.50 
Cr.,u. .. ,~ocIuctiYity Ilia. efhct -o.15I,.a. -o.91%,.a.) 

83 let effect of •• 1. oil ,rodlaCciOD 
- the ftnftt accOUllt 0.63· 0.63· 

'1 11uticit7 of the capital acCOUIlt 
with ~ • .,.ct to the illt.r •• t 
r.t. elilferntid 0.33 0.11 

'2 Ilarticity of the. capital accCIII1lt 
to tb. pac. of •• S. oil eli.ca..ri •• 

. 
per ait of a_iDa 1 em, 0.0025·· 0.0036.* 

• A ...... value 
** nair coeffidaat _ppU.a to a c..,orary •. DOt a .,,'taiaael capital iaflow. 

!lie ,recLre elafhitiOD of (OnuS/GOPD) 11 liVeD OIl p. 7 • aquatiOil 11a. 
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Table c: ia'tmates of Ig.'UatUID Spec1f1e&t1CD ( 14) 

!gu&t1C1l 4l 

AlDSt • 0.072 • O.Ml AS( ltt:)t-2 
(10.8) (4.5) w. 

T . 
-0 •• 6lA(Y:)t_l - 0 •• ~ 
(2.3) • (2.0) 

2 2 
.1.083 A 1l(llS-llS.,Jt-1 - 1 •• 6 D~t-l 
(3.7) (4.0) 

.2.l32 6Il(~t-l • O.ccaa ",C.)t 1 
C2.1) (3.2) -
-0.278 lDcB·!-Ji:)t_1 + 1 •• lD(t:)t-3 
(4.0) ~. • (8.6) • 

·1. nc ll~t-3 
(8.6) 

Bquat1C1l • S : .. 

. lJIS • -0.7" lDCf> - 0.208 lIlC'> • lilt';> 

J!' • O.m. 
•• 0.0143 
Q(8) • 7.8(lS.S) 
lM(S>-I.3(U.1) 
~6.25>-4.7(3.6) 

r. 0.711 
IE· 0.0137 
Q(8)a13.3(lS. S) 
lM(S)a14.3(1l.1) 
0DIr(6.23)-t.l(3.6) 

+3.508 lA(t:) + 4.434 D<¥ + 0.782 6D(1IS-IIS,,> - O.la 
• 
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EguatlcD 4C.s : 

IDS • - t't;) + 3.238 1A(t;) +y3.%J2 II(~ 
- 2.211 6DRS. - 1 •• 6lDE!:) - O.lS 

• 
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12 • 0.13 
•• 0.012l 
Q(8)-19.8(lS.5) 
tM(5)-14.9(1l.1) 
~'.22)-7.3(3.8) 
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III tilt eft.t1aD of tbe CCJII)l.u ~1cat1aD _ cu. &tuDtiCD to 

the .... of 09Wf1n1DC tbe equaUCD IDd tbe _IUd ~ 

~ 1Dd1cate tJat tb1a prcbl._ baa beocDe ~ &1 uua atIIe. 
as tbe balaDce of tbe e91diIace _ CCIDCludII tbat tile pUoUo btl .. 

.. 1 sa to be pNfC"Nd to tbe GIIIp~ ~ mdel '*"'. of 1te 

......u t)'. altllaulb the coefUc1ct CD IE bcDdiI sa prcIbebly DO lupr 

tbID 0.2. It sa &l8o ~1edpd tb&t the """'wUIa of bcDdI ~ 

to 1II4ace IIIOft aatoccIr'rel&t1ca Uto tale ... 1. lid fer tb1a z-..- tale 
~ __ 1 ~ .. reJected CD tbe bu1a of tb1a ~. 

I'1all7 - ....... ., 112 & eq,l!at1c ., tbe ~t191t)' of tile ........ 
rate to ~ bJ till .utIa1.t1aI. Quo ~te 

..-ted tbat tile ~ to tbe ...,... .. n.te br ., of u.. 
no. .. of botls .uoz. aDd ~ ~. 
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Sbcrt taD rate of iDWlW't (11 daJ ~ BUl Rate) 
iDS ........ 

Sauroe: BIIIIk of BaclaDd QaartclJ .ue'UA 
• ... 14 abart teD 1Dt..-t rate. I per IUIIIIII. CICUtNCttId 

.. a ~ ...... at as. o1apu. a..aJ ad PraDce 

JIIdmipt1cD J1eld OIl .-d1_ dated tE ~ 1ItOOa. I 
per ... 

Sclurae: But of 1DIl· .... ~1J ~ 
• 1ar14 lCQI taD ~ rate. dc19'ed u a ~c ....... 

of .a ""'*"'7 ..rat J1eld1 of ..c:ur1U. of _1m'1tJ 
cr-tIU'tIIID 10 ,an for as. o1apID. a..u, ad I'ruae. 

S :. ltfect1ft Imtw .. Rate IIIda (1J75al) 1za fcn1p ~ 

T 

• ac111:l1Dc tE 

.-1 
Source: Buk of _, ..... ~l, aun.t1D 

Total. tE tII;IOI't8 of IoocIa IIDdL 8C'V1ca at c:un.t Jlric.. III 
Scmoe: 'IccDcIa1c 1ftDII8 

lDdIIIi at .. aro. n-t1c PJcduct at Oo.tut lt7S JII"1.:. 
(~1) 

Scm'ce: Icc:Iaaa1c!Nad8 
e' 

IIIdal at World Ore. RaUoaal Product .. lJ"15oo1. am.tN:tc 
u a ~ a.,..... at tbe as w-a-t DCD-tI[ ccurtz1AI' elF 
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r Maltiple ~ ooet1ic1eat 1llUu.ted for dI&'NM 
of fJeedr:a 

• z.tilated equaUcm IJiIDdu'd C'J'Cr 

Q(X) a.J.l 8q)le ~ 8't&t1.c1c ~_ tbe IIUll 

IJrpotMaa of zve'z-•• at tbe r.1dua1 oamt~ 
to ~ X. If tbe Q:d.~ w.lue SA ~ 

Ce.l. la.S) u .. ~ bJ tbe teR ~s.tic ftl.ue wbicb 

precedw it, tis tbe DUll ~ ., be rej~ 

at tbe IS ccaf1cs.o. 1.-1 
W(Y) A ~t1p11 .. t..-t for tbe jo1JR ~1c:ace 

of tbe fUWt Y mtownwl&t1Cll caeffic1eDta. A ~ 

.-tuUt1c 1Ib1cb ~ tbe bracIriIt«I cb1~ ftluI 
1Dd1C&~ tbe prJ. oe at 1dp1f1cut aatoc:lOnWl&tiaD 

CDr(al'~): 'DIe a.. ~Ut1c t.-ta the ~ tba.t tbe 
rea1clual _ of ~ f1'aa tbe equat1cD .-Dated 

OVV III 1dI!1t1a:s&l ~ ~uo.. belCIIP to tbe _ 

pcpul&t1cD II tbe rwt«'18] _ at equuw tI"ca tile 

or1lWl equat1clD __ tid with ~ .... 6f frMItD. 

2b1I ~s..t1c bU III r~CII IIIId tbI .. 

an.t1co.l. ftl.- 18 11'" SA bII'IcDte. Ap.1Jl 11 tb:1a 
ftlue 18 ar»eded, till teR fa1l8. 
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II&ln •• B. (lIM) '. JIurcbu1DC PoIIw PIr1tJ 1:Icc:tr1DII: A ~, 
.Jou:Dal of Pol1t1sa11ct!!a!!r CI*--) 

Ball. LJ. ad~. T. ad 'a:r1:IurtCD. P.J. (1110) '. ~ "wi __ 
ScbcIol Ibdel of tile veX. ~: AD ~ ill 
1D~t1OD&l ~'. Olaptc' 4 ill Jcmnm1c 1Iodt111. 
~, P. (eel) •• '_DD. 1c:IadaD 

a..toek, II •• Budd, A.P. adlu1JurtcD, P.J. (lJ8l) '~Polley, 

Bllpectat1ca8 ad Beal 1Itcb8Dp Rate ~c.'. for'tbocad DC 

1A OEfard Jcxwm1 c P!pP! 

Beeutock, M. ad ~. J .1.. (l88O) 'Part1ol1o "'.pee ad 

IDflatb 1A tba OUtecl 11DIdaD'. L.B.S. IQ ..... ntr1c 
lorecut1Dl OUt Dj..,.mca ~ Ro. 71 

B1lacm. J.1.0. (l878) ''lbe Ibwt&r7 jppraacb to tbe J!lrb .... Rate : 

ac:. JDprtcal Ivi«*lce'. DIP' Staff PIf!!! lIP -'75 

OW!3'M, L (l88O) ''DIe '1l!!o1"7 of IIODIw UII:S P1Jw:Ice'. llem1"an. 1CIIdcID 

DaV1~, J.I.B •• 1IeDdz7. D.l., Srba. 1. ad Teo. S. (l.t7I) 'Be ... -trtc 
IIcdell1lll of the Tjme Sen •• lat1oa.b1p Bet s_ oaa. ..... 
EwpeM1ture and IDccIDe 1A the OUted ~' lcc:D'm1e 

~, ll. (lB'7&&) ''DIe 'nleor7 of nCbl. IXcbMp Rats ~ 
UII:S lIiw:roeoaDaIIie Polley' SCtDd1n.\f1ID Jou:rDal. of IccIndc. 2 

<III.)'> lIP 25&-75 . . 
DanDacb. L (l876b) 'IIpect&t1oD&l ~ late Drua1c.' Jourul 

tat PollUcal !seDaD1 {Deo'Slhlr) JlP 1111-1171 

larsJtb. P.J. IDd rar. J.A. (l98O) '. IcaDaldc Iapl1caUca. of Rcrtb 

s-. au """.'. JourDal of tile IZlllt1tuts tor I'Ucal !t9d1e 
Vol 1 Bo. 3 (JulJ) lIP 1-28 

G1rtca, L. ad Rcper, D. (1J'7'7) 'A II:IHtIZ'7 Ibdel of .....".,.. III.rtaIt 
~ Appl.1ed to tile Pc.t-lU' Ctwli'll ~' 
-.neap ICC"ftC'!!Id c a.n. ... 

~. G. ud~. J. (lJIO) ''Ixcobaqr. lat. ad Ibwtu7 Polley : 
1bdell.1Dc Ster11Al's Btfect1w Ixcblzlp Rats. lm-8O' 

... of BDclaDd m.o 
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M12x::ID, G.E. aDd s.xtry, D.F. (l88O) '.Ill ~cal Appl,1C'&ticD aDd 

llcau Carlo ADalya. of T.ta of DJuD1c 8pecU1cat1ca' , 

Review of Ecman1 C Stud1_ Vol 47 No 146 ~tr1c. 

~) pp 21-46 
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